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CHAPTER I 
A S1Jllft.fARY OF BOSTON UNIVERSITY RESEARCH TiiT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SOCIAL STUDIES 
Introduction 
This is a summary of the resear~h in the field of elementary school so-
cial studies done by graduate students at Boston University, School of Educa-
tion. It covers the period of three years; 1956, 1957, and 1958. The. con-
tent embraces the range of kindergarten through grade eight. Included in the 
summary are t~o dissertations and forty-eight theses. One ~f the theses is· a 
composite of thirteen sub-studies, and another is composed of four sub-studies. 
Several of the studies are concerned ,.n.th content and skills areas other 
than in the social studies. These are included because o·f their definite 
contribution to research in the field of ro cial studies. 
Partially follmdng the pattern used in the t'"o preceding summaries,1 
the studies have been sunnnarized under the follo,dng headings: (1) Analyses, 
(2) lvJ:aterials, (3) SlliiDnaries, and (4) Tests and Inventories of Interest and 
Experience. 
Three studies '"ere concerned 'd th social studies programs in various 
places. Desmond (and Hayerson) (10) did a study in which he sought to · deter-
1 Ellen ' E • . Conovitz and Charlotte H. Robins, 11A Surmnary of Research in 
ElE?Jnenta.ry School .Social Studies (1948-1950). 11 (unpublished Haster 1 s thesis, 
Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1958). 
Virginia McCoy and Mary K. Phelan, 11A Smmnary of Research in Elementary 
School Social Studies (1951-1955). 11 (unpublished Haster' s thesis, Boston 
University School of Education, Boston, 1956). 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
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mine the usefulness of the Social Studies Guide for New Hampshire Elementary 
Schools. He found that a little over ha.lf of the teachers had access to the 
guide, and that teachers found that many of the suggested materials were not 
available to them a1 though they gave it a high general rating. The third-
grade· area of the social studies curriculum of Quincy, 11assachusetts \vas 
evaluated by Phelan (33) in an attempt to revise the then-exi.sting course of 
study. She fo tm.d the curriculum. definitely in need of revision and made sug-
gestions accordingly. Poulson ( 35) conducted a survey of middle-grade social 
studies progrerns in Hassachusetts to determine the use of a fused program 
versus a· separate subjects· approach and to discover ~rhen and •rhere course·s of 
study had been t.Jri tten. The two appro aches seemed to be nearly equally · dis-
tributed among the schools, and over half of the schools had no t.Jritten course 
of study~ 
Creedon (8) made a survey in t·Thich he investigated the audio-visual edu-
cational services available to teachers of Worcester, Hassachusett·s. He then 
analyzed and summarized the information so the teachers might make more use 
of it to enrich the curriculum. 
Brown (4) tested groups to determine their ooncepts of checks and bal-
e:nces in our national government , prepared an outline of study of the United 
States Constitution for them to study, and agai."'l tested. In his analysis he 
found the greatest gain took place iJ."'l the seventh grade and the highest and 
most consistent level of performance was made by the ninth-grade group. 
Dooley (11), in a doctorate study, oompiled and validated a list of basic 
geographic ooncepts \·Thich oould be included in the curriculum of grades one 
through twelve. A pilot study and jury study evaluated and corrected the 
concepts, and designated their importance and grade level for suitability of 
inclusion. A final test o:e: t'ro hundred twenty-t~ ooncepts was the result. 
Cobleigh (6) (\·lith fifteen others) did a study (thirteen sub-studies) 
under the heading "Subject Preferences of Fifth-Grade Children 1r which vras a 
repeat of the 1947-1948 study of the sane title. The purpose of the study 
Has to determine if children 1 s subject pr eference·s had changed since the pre-
vious study, w.i..th the interest focusing on the social studies. In prefer-
ence, social studies Has cr..osen by 1.85 per cent more of the pupil group than 
in 1948. "\>Then oocial studies was a disliked subject, it was found to be sig-
nificantly hard, and girls disliked it more than l:oys, but high achievement-
readers found social studies easy. 1ihen considering teacher-preference, the 
children preferred social studies- when the teacher did, but this was not 
true of any other subjects. 
A study 1.ras ronducted by .Johnson (19) to determine preferences of fifth-
grade children for certain social studies. activities. The study 1.ras done in 
South Carolina and compared Hith a similar study done in Ne1o1 England in 195·2. 
The children indicated their preferences for thirty-eight items on a check-
list. Over a third of t he activities had never been e:xperienced and over· 
half vrere liked. The mo:st-liked activity was to use the same book that each 
child in the class had, and the least popular activity Has to s tudy maps of 
the country being studied. 
HacPherson (21~) analyzed the social values whic.."l-1 children were receiving 
through the medium of television, and found that the fourth-grade children of 
Quincy, Hassachusetts were spending an average weekly viei·ring time of 18.1 
hours. Of the six programs that 1.rere most i-Tatched, home life and family re-
lationships seemed to be presented on a child's level representing a middle-
class .Arnericen family and home, giving each menber his proper place, moral 
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issues vrere over-simplified; and the television seemed to be cottecting mis-
conceptions and p rejudice. 
A survey was made by Peabody (32) to determine hO\·T much pupil partici-
pation was permitted by j1.mior high-school teachers of social studies. Ques-
tionnaires uere sent all over the oountry, at least one to each st·ate, and 
it uas found that about half of tmse teachers ans'l-rering used it, 1dth one-
fifth using it to any extended degree. Hany teachers indicated t:hat they 
used it more as the year progressed. Those ~1o used it found that it solved 
many proglems and created a better teacher-pupil relationship. 
Haterials 
Several histories 1-rere 1vri tten for children in the third and middle 
grades to s atisfy the lack of material available to teachers for that grade 
level. Berry (1) wro te the history of Concord, Massachusetts for third-
grade children, adjusting the interest and vocabulary for that level. A his-
tory of Braintree , Hassachusetts \.ras 1·Tritten for third-grade children by 
Kelly (22), using only that material vrhich wuuld be of interest to teachers 
and children, therefore not providing a complete history. Lowe• s (23) his-
tory of Gloucester, r·fassachusetts for fourth-grade children vras similar in 
that it included mat erial 1-rhich could increase 1.mderstanding and appreciation 
of the child's heritage, and therefore it could not be a complete history . 
For mi ddle-grade children of Lynn, Massachusetts, Needham (30) provided a 
different '1-Tay of teaching about the com.'l'fllmi ty by makin g a filmstrip to accom-
pany Part I vrhich told how the city started and slides for Part II 1-1hich told 
vThat the city looked like at the then-present time. Both parts Here tied to-
gether 1-Ti th a tape· recording. Riley (37) \.Jrot:e the history of Quincy, Hass-
achusetts for fourth- grade children. The mater ial 1-ras taken from a ne\-tspaper 
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supplement and rewritten for that grade and interest level. Talbot (43) 
wrote the story of VTellesley, Hassachusetts for fifth-grade children in tvro 
parts; one a children's book, and t he other a teacher's manual. A history of 
1·lilton, New Hampshire by Hilkinson (47). uas adapted for use in the fourth 
grade and t-Tas supplemented 1.-d.th snapshots of scenes from the to1..m. Zimmer-
ma.'1!1 (50) wrote the story of Hakefield, Hassachusetts for third-grade child-
ren in narrative style and supplemented it vrith p ictures. A history of Port:-
land, Haine \vas vr.r-itten for junior high schools by Decker (9). 
Three annotated bibliographies Here developed. Hrepatsos (18 ) chose the 
social studies units of Egypt, China, Greece, and Italy for grade six and de-
veloped a bibliogra.phy of in terest and vocabulary ranging from grades one· to 
twelve. Rodgers (38) gathered a list of materiels for use in seventh and 
eighth grades on the topic of inland commerce and travel in Eastern United 
States from 1789 to 1825 for history classes. The list Has a. graded one to 
accommodate the range of reading abilities. Snyder 1 s (41) 1.·Tas a list of in-
structional aids for developi..11g social studies concepts in the kindergarten 
under the topics of home, school, and community. 
In a study by Grace (16) the role of a Director of the Instruction al 
Haterials Center in the I-falden Public School System \vas described. This 
study also told of the establishment and development of the Center. The 
means \·Thereby materials Here evaluated to make them more valuable for t he 
teacher Has eJq:>lained . 
Several studies surveyed and catalogued the commrmity r esources 1..rhich 
i·Tere available a.11d sui table f or specific areas. Hellios ( 27) p rovided a list 
of fi eld trips and resource visitors suitable to use in teaching science and 
social studies in the junior high schools in Quincy, Hassa:chusetts. Piper (34) 
did the same, limiting the resources to those av~lable for enriclnnent of the 
curriculum in the Fiske Elementary School, Lexington, Massachusetts. Rey-
nolds (and HcCormick) (36) prepared a handbook for the classroom teachers 
of Natick, Massachusetts containing f ield trips and resource visitors availa-
ble to them . Seward (and '.Jinton) (40) described f ield trips, re·source visi-
tors, and persons for interviewing '.rhich -vrere available to the public schools 
of Acton and Concord, Hassachusetts . For the primary grades in Ashville, 
North Carolina, Hilliams (1~8) provided a list of instructional resources for 
social studies including fiel d trips, resource visit ors , documentary materi-
als, audio-visual aids, free and inexpensive materials, and supplementary · 
books. vlilson (49) made a list mf educational trips and resource visitors 
available to the Central Sclmol in Colchester, Connecticut. 
Gorman (15) felt the need· of curriculum reorganization in social studies 
in the elementary schools of Sudbury, Massachusetts and so, uith a group of 
teachers for· assistance, made up a new guide to include grades one· through 
six. 
GiJJnore (14) v!I'ote source notebooks covering the story of Ne,v·England 
and Greenfield, Massachusetts and then prepared stuqy guides for three ability · 
groups to fP uith the material . Harrington (17) prepared a study guide for 
the period of e::qJloration to the pre-Civil War era for use in United Stat·es 
history in the seventh grade to "be used uith different texts. Jones (20), 
in a doctorate study , prepared graded study gludes for sixth-grade social 
studies follo1-md by tests to determine receJ.l, social distance, and attitudes. 
The children enjoyed vrorking together in the first and t hird study, all en-
joyed the 1-~rk, and made improvements in recall and comprehension. 
Freise (13) organized a vrorkbook of exercises in reading instruction 
using social studies material for grade three and Marchessault (25) Lnte-
gr ated three social studies units 'l·rl.th ~eech materials at the second-grade 
level on the policeman, fireman, and mailman. Using the top ic NeH England, 
Casey (5) constructed three units for use in the seventh grade, correlating 
English uith the social studies. Also provided uas a background of geography, 
history, and literature. 
Keeton (21) used the American Colonial period from vrhich she chose ma-
terial to -v~rite ten historical plays f or use in the fifth grade in teachLng 
American history. The dialogue used the language of today so the children 
could identify t hemselves more easily 'I:Tith the characters. 
A systematic p rogression of social studies skills for use L11 fourth 
grade ,.ras prepared by 11Iorse (29) to be used in the interpretation of maps 
and globes. The v10rkbook vTas supplemented 'dth figures of symbols and maps 
to hel p the children in completing the exercises. 
Stumnaries · 
T'I:TO smnmaries ,.,ere complet'ed d'lD:'ing t his p eriod; a summary of ninety 
studies, made from 19L,8-1950 , by Conovitz (and Robins) (7), and a summary of 
seventy-four studies, made from 1951-1955, by HcCoy (and Phelan) (26). 
Tests and Inventories 
Four studies vTere done to evaluate the effectiveness of various kinds of 
study. Bixby (2) and three others did a series of four studies of a similar 
nature in grades four , five, 1md six to determine the effectiveness of paired 
study versus individual study in social studies . The difference in achieve-
ment of pupils 'l.forking alone and in pairs u as, for the most part, statist i-
cally i nsi gnificant, and the mean scores favored t hose ,.prldng alone almost 
as often as those vrorking in pairs . However, grouping the children by I. Q., 
the mean difference \?aS in favor of those wrking in pairs except for the 
group having bet1o~een 111 and 120 I. Q. The greatest per cent of the child-
ren said they learned more easily and quickly 1..rhen studying idth a partner 
and that they preferred that to studying alone. Palos (31) presented graded 
lessons on t:b.ree levels of ability in social studies to a sixth grade in 
~ •/.t~\t . 
\·Thich the pupils were paired in t1vo-, thre~:t~'and\,f.;ive-pupil tea'llls. Oral 
and ,rri tten recall tests were ~1.ven . Insignificant gains \-tere made in oral 
recall, statistically significant gains i..rere made in \·rritten recall , and the 
three-pupil team vTas preferred by the pupils , uith the tvro-pupil temn being 
second choice. Syverson (L~2) used five techniques in teaching social studies 
in order to determine vrbich Harked best 1-1ith the s lou-learning child and 
vrhich ,.lith the fast-learning child. The author f:el t that the sampling used 
in the study Has not.laEge enough to det.ennine ronc.lusively the effectiveness 
of the teclmiques. Houever, on the basis of' the study, group research vras 
considered most interesting a11d easiest. The children felt they learned more 
from individual research, and this was the technique which stimulated t he most 
questioning , and vras considered most difficult by the slo1.r-learning group . 
The study guide and home study technique produced the greatest gains in the 
slo\·r-learning group , and for the fast-learning group it was the study guide 
e..nd teacher-telling technique. Ungethuem (44) e~:plq,;r,~~ a cot,np arison of the 
problem solving method and the textbook method in an eighth-grade geography 
class. Tests were administered '.rhich srowed t hat the problem-solving group 
developed more cti tical t hinking ability than the teJ..rtbook group, and the 
i·rriter observed that t hey Here more critical of sources of information, 1mrked 
better to gether, a11d had a better understanding of ho1·T to solve its problem. 
Both groups made statistically equal ga:ins :in kno'\·Tledge of the subject, but 
those tau.ght by the textbook method had a significant loss in knovrledge. 
An objective-type achievement test on Canada for use in the fifth grades 
of Ne-vrton, Hassachusetts was constructed by Bodge (3}. A jury of Ne1·rton 
fifth-grade teachers was selected to check the content of the items to insure 
validity for the test. The test was considered to have a high degree of con-
tent velidi ty and o bj ecti vi ty. Lovr scores on the test -v1ere considered by 
the vTriter to be due to the lapse of time betvreen the conclusion of the study 
of Canada and the giv:ing of the test, uith no formal revie1.J or annotmcement 
d)f the test previous to its adm:inistration. 
Edoff (12) formulated a questionnaire Hhich was sent to junior high 
schools throughout the state of Vermont. The questionnaire -vras in t1.J'O parts; 
that to the student contained questions concerned with the organization and 
functioning of Vermont State Government, and that to the teacher was con-
cerned -vrith the text used, time allotted for study, and methods used. Re-
turns indicated a need for more emphasis on the study of Vermont State Gov-
ernment . The uriter :included in his study a chapter "Hovi itle Govern Ourselves" 
and a student 1 s guide 1'Let 1 s Look at Vermont Stat,e· Goverrnnent." 
lulls (28) conducted an experiment to determine if art correlation in a 
social studies class 1<10uld contribute to greater learnings and achievement 
than in a class 1.J'i thout the art oorrelation. The experiment 1.Jas done with a 
geography cle.ss and a history class in seventh grades. A....YJ. objective test '\oras 
administered before and after the experiment. The res1.1lts of the study did 
not confirm the author's feeling that art correlation projects in the social 
st1)dies units 1-ould improve the results of the tests, as in oome instences 
the gains favored the control groups. Seaver (39) Harked out an integration 
1\J 
pro cedure \d th art and social studies in grades four, five, and six, as he 
felt that art would be more meaningful to all .children when integrated ,.n.th 
another subject field. Percentages seemed to indicate that the integration 
did not cause the children to like art more but that they J.jjced social studies 
more, and it was more meaningful, that they read more, that their art skill 
was just the same, and that they \oTOrked just as much. The majority of 
teachers indicated increased pupil interest, ability, cooperation, social 
adjustment, ancl poor-learner's achievement. 
Viafora (45) did a study vr.i. th third-grade. children to determine if they 
had the ability to discriminate bet\.reen relevant aTJ.d irrelevant material in 
social ·studies. T:b..is \-Tas done by using a multiple· choice test, and it vras 
found that they could discriminate bet,.J"een relevant and irrelevant material, 
and that there \.J"as a correlation bet\.reen critical thinking and mental age, 
though not statistically significant. 
A..YJ. e:xperience inventory was done by Wilcox (46) to discover vrhat knov1-
ledge a second-grade class had of different modes of transportation, 1·rhich 
ones they had experienced, their recognition of a mountain end acquaintance 
ui th one, and Hhere they had t raveled. The children had vrider acquaintance 
vi t h land vehicles than uith water or air vehicles and could r ecognize all 
the common forms. Those most commonly employed were automobiles, busses, 
trains, taxis, subvrays, bicycles, and elevators·. The majority of t he child-
ren could not distinguish among boats. The ma.jority of the class recognized 
a mountain and one-third of the class had seen one. One-third of the children 
had been in a foreign cotmtry. 
Conclusions 
A total of fifty abstracts have been vrritten from research done at Bos-
. 11 
ton university in t he field of elementary school social studies during the 
years 1956, 1957, and 19 58 . Tlo!O of these Here Doctor's dissertations , and 
tm of the Haster 1s theses were composed of several sub-studies. 
Chapter III contains a complete list of the "Suggestions For Further 
Study" found in these theses·. 
Included in the Appendix is a list of the t heses which "rere not included 
in the previous Summary of Research.1 
1 Virginia 11. HcCoy and Hary K. Phelan, 11A Sunnnary of Rese-arch in Elemen-
tary School Social Studies (1951-1955)." (unpublished Haster 1 s thesis, Bos-
t on University School of Education, BOston, 1956). 
~· .. 
CHAPTER II 
INDIVIDUAL SU.1H.ARIES 
lJ 
Berry, Haurine, "A History of Concord, Hassa:chusetts for Third Grade- Child-
ren. 11 Ed. H. 1957. 80 pp. 
Statement of the Problem_: 
The study of local history should occur at the third-grade level in 
Concord, Massachusetts, rut there was a lack of reading material at that 
level in the areas vThich the teachers wished to present to the children. The 
t-.rri ter intended to fill the void by writing this history. 
Scope and Limitations: 
The history t·ras viri tten for the interest and vocabulary level of third-
grade children of Concord, Massachusetts. The study included events and bi-
ographies of most interest to children :in the following periods of Concord· 
history·: settlement of the town, American Revolution, War Bettveen the Stat·es 
and the "great literary awakening in America," and from about 1875 to the 
present time. 
Procedure: 
The writer found an abundance of historical material at the Concord 
Free Public Libraxy, and was provided with "The Guide for Social Studies In-
struction In the Concord Elementary Schools" (Tenta"tive Hork Edition, 1956), 
vThich t.J'as used to determine areas of greatest emphasis. The· writer kept in· 
mind the objectives, appreciations, attitudes, and skills desired by the 
Concord teachers t.J'hen writing the stories. Except for proper names, the vo-
ca-bulary was checked with Scott, Foresman basic rearling texts through the· 31 
level. After subnitting the stories to the librarian, town historians, 
teachers, and some children for criticisms and suggestions, they were re-
vised. The stories t.J'ere arranges in chronologicru order covering the period 
from just before 1635 through 1957. 
1 4 
The bibliography was divided in t1,10 parts; Part I having to do with the 
research chapter of revie'" literature, and Part II with the Concord histori-
cal material. 
Chapter headings included the follovring titles: · 
Wb.i te Hen Come to Concord 
King Philip'' s \-lar 
Seven Year 1 s War 
Before the American Revolution 
Taxes 
Boston Tea Party 
Provincial Congress 
Continental Congr.ess 
Tbries and Spies 
Paul Revere 1 s Ride 
Lexington 
North Bridge 
Btm..l{er Hill 
George Washington Becomes 
Commander. 
Declaration of Independence 
The End of the Revolution 
A New Congress 
War Bet,.reen the States 
.Tbhn .Tack 
The Alcott Family · 
Conclusions: 
Ephraim Wales Bull and the 
Concord Grap-e 
Harrison Gray Dyar 
Ralph Whl.do Emerson 
Nathaniel Ha,vthorne 
Henry -David Thoreau 
Daniel Chester·French 
The Hinuteman Statue 
Bullet Hole House 
Colonial Inn 
Wi"ight· Tavern 
The Old Manse 
11anufacturing · 
Concord Free Public Library· 
Concord Art Center 
Antiquarian Society ·Huseum 
The Concord· Schools 
Town Forest 
Old North Bridge 
U. S. S. Concord 
History-· to- 1957 
Due to the nature of the stu.d;y, there '.rere none. 
lf) 
Bixby, Lodema Nerril, et a1.,1 11The Effectiveness of Paired Study Versus In-
dividual Study in ......,ocial Studies. 11 Ed. H. 1958. 104 pp. 
Statenent of the Problem: 
-------~ - --
To disoover the effectiveness of paired study versus individual study in 
social studies, data were analyzed for the follOidng purposes: 
1. To find if there uas raore ret:ention t.rhen pupils studied· in p airs. 
2. To f ind if there was more ret:ention "1-rhen pupils studied alon e • 
.3. To find if there was more retention '\-Then an enrichment program 
folloioTed study 1:rhen pupils s t udi'ed in pairs. 
4. To find if there was more retention when an enrichment program 
followed study when pupils studied alone. 
5. To correlate, using the total population of the s tudy, t he In-
telligence Quotient of each individual vrith his average score on 
ti·JO t.reekly tests. 
6. To indicate the attitude of the pupils toioTard paired study . 
Scooe and Limitations: 
Four separate studies ivere cbne in grades four, five, and six involv-
ing 2.32 children and "1-Iill be treated separately; 
1 Margaret Ann HcElroy, Catherine Evans Needham, Audrey T'avitian. 
1. Effectiveness of Paired Study Versus Individual Study in Fourth Grade 
Social Studies. 
Scope and Limitations: 
---
The population for this study involved two fourth grades in Abington, 
Hassachusetts; bet1o~een fifty-seven and s:b .. 'i;y-fi ve children of approximately · 
equal ~ocio-economic backgrounds in the middle class. The mean I.Q. was 
102.6 and the standard deviation was 13. 7; the mean Ivi·A. I.·Tas 114.11 months 
and the standard deviation was 14.6 months for 54 pupils. 
Procedure: 
Study guides were prepared for the material which the children wuld 
read and consisted of questions on the left-hand side and answers on the 
right-hand side. The ans'toTers were folded tmder and cut apart so they could 
be read one at a time. These guides Here used on Honday and Tuesday of four 
1veeks. Both grades were both the eJq:>erimental ~md control groups; l·lhen group 
A had paired study group· B had individual stucy, and the following day the 
procedure \YnS reversed. In both types of study the same stucy guides were 
used, the only difference being ~orhether they 1.-orked alone or in pairs. Each 
class period lasted forty-five minutes, and the teacher remained in the back-
ground, except during the third and fourth week there was some enrichment on 
\~ednesday. On Friday of each 't·reek an objective-type test uas administered 
to all the pupils in Hbich they 1.o1ere tested on all the material they had 
covered in the study guides for that \·reek. The first half of the test items 
uere from the test of Nonday 1 s study guides and the last half of the test 
i tens were from Tuesday 1 s study guides, so the results of paired and indi-
vidual study could be easily tabulated. Following the eJq:>er:iment, the child-
ren ansuered a questionnaire in Hhich they evaluated the techniques. 
17 
Conclusions: 
1. Critical ratios of .64, .42, 1.7, and .74 for the four ,.reeks showed 
the difference in achievement of pupils IDrking alone and in pairs 
to be statistically insignificant. The mean scores of the first and 
fourth veeks favored those working alone; the mean scores of the 
second and third weeks favored those· 1.-X>rking in pairs. 
2. In oomparing the first week'·s test with no enrichment with the fourth 
week 's test with enrichment, the critical ratios of 7.5 for individ-
ual study and 7. 3 for paired study showed the difference to be st·a-
tistically significant, and the mean scores favored enrichment. 
3 . Over seventy-five per cent of the children preferred working with a 
p artner and felt that paired study insured more learning more easily' 
and quickly. 
2. Effectiveness of P'aired Study Versus Individual Study in Fourth Grade 
Social Studies. 
Scope and Limitations: 
The population for this study involved t1-10 fourth grades in Hingham, 
Hassachusetts; sixty children from a frorly high socio-economic level; thirty 
children from each class. The mean I.Q . uas ill. 75 and the st·andard devia-
tion t-ras 11.92; the mean H.A. vias 124.45 months and the standard deviation 
vras 12.77. 
Procedure: 
The very sane procedure was used as for the previously mentioned study, 
except that for one set of study guides the answers were retained by the 
teacher until the children had 1vritten the answers, then they were given out 
for checking. 
Conclusions: 
1. Critical ratios of • 75, .46, • 25, and 1.1 for the four vreeks sbcnred 
the difference in achievement of pup.ils wrking alone and in p airs 
to be statistically insignificant. The mean scores of the first, 
second, and third Heek s favored those >·orking alone; the mean scores 
of the fourth week favored those 1-10rking in pairs. 
2. In compari ng the first 1.reek r. s. test vr.i. th no enrichment with the third 
1.reek 1s test 1-Tith enrichment, the critical ratios of 1.7 for individ-
ual study and 1. 9 for paired study sho1-1ed the difference to be· sta-
tistically insignificant but the mean scores favored enrichment. 
3~ Ninety-eight per cent of the children said they liked studying with 
a- p artner rather t han alone, and over seventy per- cent felt that 
paired study insured more learning more easily and quickly . 
3. Effectiveness of Paired Stuey Versus Individual Study in Fifth Grade 
Social Studies. 
Scone and Limitation s: 
----- --- -~~~~~ 
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The population for this study involved tvl) fifth grades in Groton, Nass-
achusetts; the children from one class vrere from a high socio-economic group, 
and the children from the othE!l.' class in another school were. from a lmver 
socio-economic background. The mean I.Q. "t-Tas 105.37 and the standard devia-
tion was 9.15; the mean M.A. was 132.68 months and the standard deviation vras 
9.64 for forty-seven children. 
Procedure: 
The same procedure was used as for the first study mentioned .• 
Conclusions: 
1. Critical ratios of 1.67, .715, 2.55, and ·.22 for the four vreeks showed 
the difference in achievenent of pupils wrking alone· and in pairs to 
be statistically insignificant. The mean scores of the first, second, 
and third io/eeks favored those working in pairs; the mean scores of 
the fourth week favored those working alone. 
2~ In comparing the first vreek' s test with no enrichment with the third 
ueek 1·s test 'dth enriclmlent, the critical ratios of 2. 56 for individ-
ual study and .69 for paired study sh::n.J"ed the difference to be statis-
tically insignificant but the mean scores favored enrichment. 
J. Eighty-six per cent of the children said they liked studying ui th a 
partner rather than alone, and over seventy-seven per cent felt that' 
paired study insured more learning more easily and quickly. 
4. Effectiveness of Paired Study Versus Individual Study in Sixth Grade 
Social Studies. 
Scope and Limitations: 
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The papulation for this study involved tt..o sixth grades in Groton, Hass-
achusetts. The mean I.Q . \·Tas 107 .:3"5 and the standard deviation tms 14.80; 
the mean M.A. was 149.75 months and the standard deviation was 22.25 for 
sixty children. 
Procedure: 
The same procedure tms used as for the first study mentioned. 
Conclusions: 
1. Critical ratios of .57, 2.97, .28, and 2.12 for the four wea.l{s sbovred 
the difference in achievement of pupils working alone and in pairs to 
be statistically insignificant. The mean scores of the four wea.l{s 
favored those l.oiOrking in pairs. 
2. In comparing the first week"s test 1.Jith no enrichment with the fourth 
week's tes.t 1.J'ith enrichment; .. the critical ratios of 5.06 for individ-
ual study and 4. 57 for paired study showed the difference to be sta-
tistically significant t.rith the mean scores favoring enrichment. 
3. Ninety-three per cent of the children said they liked studying with 
a partner rather than alone, and eighty-three per cent thought they 
learned easier and quicker with a partner. 
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Germral Conclusions: 
1. Using the total population of the study, the I. Q. of each individual 
was correlated -vdth his average score on t,.ro weekly tests. The pu-
pils ,.,ere grouped as having I.Q. 's below 100, between 100 and 110, 
between 111 and 120, and above 121. The critical ratios for each 
group respectively were 1.2.3, 2.07, .06, and 1.00; all statistically 
insignificant. The mean difference was in favor of those working in 
pairs except for the group having between 111 and 120 T.Q. 
2. Of the sixteen trials, ten were in favor of paired study and six in 
favor of individual study with no statistically significant ratios. 
3. Enrichment improved test results on ooth paired and individual study. 
4. The children reacted favorably to the study guides for both paired 
and individual study. 
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Bodge, Sally, "The Construction and Evaluation of an Achievement Test on 
Canada· for the Fifth Grades. in Ne-wton, Massachusetts:." Ed. H. 1957. 
173 pp. 
Statement of the Problem: 
The purpose of the study vras to construct and evaluate a teacher-made 
highly objective-type test in the field of social studies vrhich t-rould attempt 
to measure the retention of basic, factual material prescribed in the course 
of study of Canada for the fif'th grade in the public schools of Wel-lton, Nass-
achusetts. Items would be included which vould attempt· to measure · applica-
tion of facts by alluding to higher mental processes and critical thinking. 
The "t.zriter chose to construct such a test since she "t.ras unable to find 
a standardized objective-type test on Canada lfbi.ch tfas suit'able for fif"th-
grade students, and her research gave evidence of the importance of teacher-
made tests for specific areas in the clli'riculum and their advantage over 
standardized tests. 
Scope and Limitations: 
An objective-type test on Canada composed of one hundred seventeen 
items was administered to three htmdred fi~h-grade pupils in thirt·een class-
es in Nevrton, Hassachusett~s, representing over one-fourth of the entire 
fifth-grade population of the city. Of these children, one htmdred sixty-
three were boys and one htmdred thirty-seven ,.,ere girls. The largest classes 
had t vrenty-eight pupil"s, and the eleven fifth-grade students f'rom one class 
were in a split fift h and sixth grade oomb:!nation. 
The construction of the test Has based on th±rty-one large divisions in 
the stuqy of Canada. Nineteen i terns designed to measure higher- mental pro-
cesses vrere included, but only to serve a s a starting poi..11t for futUre 
studies, having no direct importance to the study. 
Results of the Kuhlmann-Anderson Nental Ability- Test· given to these 
pupils when in the third grade were used. The median intelligence quotient 
was 107 for the entire city, the range of scores being from 147 to below 70. 
The total average on the intelligence test for the boys was 107.81 llhile 
that for the girls. was 109.49, and the average for both groups was I08. 51. 
Procedure: 
The o bj ecti ve test form was chosen as that best sui ted for the study·, 
although a few questi ons requiring critical thinking · '\oTere included because 
the trend in Newton social studies stressed applications as well as rote mem-
ory processes. The multipTe-choice type was chosen becaus-e it is· exacting, 
applicable to social studies, and familiar to fifth-grade pupils. 
In constructing the test many materials '\orere utilized. Intermediate-
grade social studies textbooks from the follo'l.v.ing publishers were analyzed: 
.American Book, :Hacmillan, Follett, Rand Mc.t"ially, and Ginn. Encyclopedias· 
utilized included Britannica· .Tunior, Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia, and 
The I.J'orld Book Encyclopedia. Information wa:s also obtained from the Canadi-
an Eederal Government and the ten provincial governments. 
The items selected for the test -were those Hhich received frequent em-
phasis by teachers. A "jury" of seven Newton fifth-grade teachers from dif-
ferent schools checked the list of specific objectives to insure content va-
lidity. If a:n item received a great deal of emphasis it 1.ras one tvhich most 
of the children should remember, minor emphasis indicat-ed that only casual 
mention was made of the item and only a fe1.r 1vould remember it, and if an item 
received a check for no emphasis it was not mentioned since no child 'l..rould be. 
e:xpected to remember it. Table I contained a summary of the findings of the 
lljiJry • II 
Using the results . of the. "jury," the items for the test were construct-ed 
having four responses for ea:ch multiple-choice item. The beginning· of the 
test contained a fevr easy itans, and the nineteen items designed to measl.n'e 
the higher mentcl. processes occurred at· the end of the- test. 
Tha length of the test was determined to be such so that it mula be: 
fairly reliable without fatiguing the child. A trial run was done ui th a 
fourth- and fifth-grade child to get an. idea of the length of t:ime· needed to 
administer the test. It 1-ras decided that one· hour 'vould. be an adequate t-Tork-
ing time. 
Before giv:ing ·the test it was determined by ·one or more forms of the 
Stanford or Netropolitan Achievement Tests that each child could read on at· 
least a 4 .0 reading level, and each pupil had been in class during the en-
tire study of Canada. 
The classroom teacher administered the test and made out· a classroom 
record sheet. No time limit was set· on the test, and pupils vrer.e l.n'ged to· 
finish. The test tvas machine scored:, but the individual item cotmts were 
done by· the writer. The vrriter· included tables to show the distribution· o:r· 
test score averages and range of test s cores by· classes. Tables vrere · also 
included to show percentile equivalents of the Canada test scores. A score· 
of 43 on the test was at the 50th percentile. 
The itans of the test "tvere analy zed for roth item difficulty and itan 
discrimination. 
A map · of Ne\orton, sbow:ing the location of the classes participating in 
the study, was included. 
Conclusions·: 
1. The Cana:da test had a· range from 20 to 81. The median was 43, \·7hile 
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the modal interval was 35 to .39. The mean 1r1as 43.76, the standard 
deviation was 10.90, i·rhile the quartile deviation was 8. Using Fan•s 
table of tte:n analysis, sixteen i t 'en1s· had a difficulty- ind-ex· higher 
than 16.4, while t~ro itens were below 9. 7. The itans were- considered 
too difficult and too easy, respectively. A discrimination index of 
belou .16 \.J'as present in thirty-six itei!ls and therefore failed to 
sho\.J' adequate discrimination bet1.:reen high and low criterion groups·. 
Twelve items were rejected on both iteill difficulty and discrimination. 
2. The test ioTas considered to have a high degree of content validity · be-
cause of the method of selecting material to be tested • 
.3. Having only one correct response, the test had a high degree of ob-
j e·ctivity. 
4. Directions for administering the test· and the ava:i.l"ability of machine 
scoring added to its.· 1llliformity and objectivity. 
5. Of the 117 i terns, 76 were acceptable both from the standpoint of dif-
ficulty and discrimination capacity. 
Possible reasons for the lo"\f scores on the test were the lapse of time· 
beti.J'een the ooncl usion of the studY of Canada and the giving of the test 
(four and five months in some instances), and the fact that no formal review 
1vas given or even any prior announcenent made of the test. 
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Bro~m, Raymond N., "An Analysis of the Concepts of Checks and Balances in 
Our National Government · in terms of Grade Placement.;tt Ed. 1-i. 1957 • 
. 64 pp. 
Statement of the Pro·biem: 
A teaching experiment ~ras conducted to produce valid oonclusions that 
could be used to determine the oorrect grade placement for the concepts of 
chec..lcs and balances in our national government . It was based upon a re-
search problem by 1-'lr. George A. Aherne, Associate Professor of Seoondary Ed;_ 
ucation at the State Teachers College, Boston, Massachusetts. 
Scope and Limitations: 
TWo groups, an eJq_J erimenta:c· and oontroT group, from each of grades seven, 
eight, and nine in a samll suburban tovm in eastern Ha:ssachusett·s were· chosen 
for this e:.q:>eriment. Three htmdred eighteen students· took p-art in the test-
ing program; four seventh-grade oo cial studies classes totaling · eighty- one 
stud·ents, four eighth-grade social studies cl"a:sses totaling ninety- eight 
students, and seven ninth-grade civics classes totaling one htmdred thirty-
nine students. Each class was reasonably homogeneous in past accomplishments 
in social studies; chronological age and level of intelligence quotient. Of 
statistical importance · was the fact that the mean and median off· the I.Q. 1 s 
of the experimental group- in the ninth grade vias ten points higher than the 
control group. The mean and median of all experimental groups was approxi-
mat ely ·111. Range of previous marks received by all students was very uni-
form. The ext·ent of chronological ages of all classes 1.ras normal and uni-
form 1.rith the exception of the ninth.:.grade control group· having seven stu-
dents older than the maxitnum age of sixt'een years and t1.ro months of the e:JV-
perimental group. 
Procedure: 
Each group took a: pre.-t·est which was evaluated and compared. Two weeks 
later the e:xperimental grou;p-. "to~a:s given one forty-minute lecture on the Con-
stitution, while the control group received no instruction. Five days a:fteo:-
the lecture, both groups- -vrere given a basic final test which uas evaluated 
and the groups again compared. The results of both test's were then· compared 
to see if the experimental group had gained in basic knowledge of the con-
cepts. of checks and balances in the national government. All the teachers 
had -v~ritten instructions of techniques and procedures to be· used. 
An outline of study of the Uni-ted States· Const'i tution \vas constructed 
for the purpose of uniformity of instruction among · the e:xperilnental classes 
and i-Tas based on the requirements of the final test. 
Conclusions·: 
1. Pre-test: In the ninth grade the e:xperimental group had a· higheo:-
mean (/4.14) and median (/3".23) of raw score than the- control group·. 
The control groups were higher :in the seventh (ineun, .;. .. 79; me-dian, 
/1. 50) and eighth {mean, /-2.20; median, .;.. 58) grades. An analysis 
indicated general wealmesses in knowledge and rmderstanding of the 
frmctions of our national government, e.lmost complet'e lack of kno\·1-
ledge pertaining to the British government, but fair kno,o~ledge· of the 
political philosophy and actual f1mctioning of the concept· of checks 
and balances· in our national government. 
2. Final test: In all three grades the experimental group· was higher · 
than the control group. In the seventh grade the difference in the 
mean {/3. 33) and median (/3. 22) >·ras close but sign.ific·ant·~ In the 
eighth grade the group·s '.rare very close· and insignificant; (mean, 
/1. 33; median, /.19). In the ninth grade the difference in range of 
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percentile ifas significant; (mean,,L8.I8; median, ,!9.82). The experi-
mental group· significantly increased its knoi-tledge of British govern-
ment and the executive functions of the national government, while 
the control groups failed to gain with the exception of that of the· 
seventh grade. The e:xperiment'al group incre·ased its knowledge con-
sider.ably in the area of concepts: of checks and balances in the na-
tional government, uhile the control group· failed in all grades. 
3. The greatest gain i-las made by · the e:xperiment·al gi'OUJ! in grade seven. 
4. The· highest and most consistent· level of perfonnance was made by the 
ninth grade mq>-erimental group~ 
5. Reliability of the scores of the pre-test and final test ivas· deter-
mined by means of the Pearson Correlation Coefficient. 
6. Included in the Appendix was the pre-test, regular (final) t ·est, and 
the Instructional Outline for Teachers on the - ~nstitution. 
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Casey, Joseph T., 1'Three Correlated Teaching Unit's on the Topic of Ne\·7 Eng.;. 
land. II Ed. M. 1956. 70 pp. 
Statement of the. Problem: 
When considering the riclmess and va:tiety of the heritage of NevT England, 
it appeared that the available teaching mat·erials seemed inadequate. 
Scope and Limitations: 
Three 1mits were oonstruct'ed for use in seventh grade using the topic· 
''Nevr England"" and correlating English vrl. th the social studieS". 
Procedure: 
A backgrotmd of geography, history, and li t 'erature was provided·. 
The three tmits treated Nevr England as a whole under the· follovdng head-
ings: ''Rural Ne1v- England," "Coastal New England, 11 and ''Urban Ne\v England." 
Ho,.rever, there was further breakdol-m in each mri t and emphasis on a differ-
ent phase of the language arts. The study of rural Neu England consid'ered 
the· growth and development of New· England prior to the Revolution with em-
phasis on reading. The study of coastal New England cover.ed the period f'rom 
the Revolution to the Civil War with special emphasiS" on writing. The study 
of urban Nel-t England went from the Civil War to the present time with the 
language correlation emphasizing sp·eaking and list'ening. 
Each unit contained a general stat·ement, delimitation, probable indirect 
learning products, probable incidental learning products, a· study guide, 
suggested introductory activities, suggested core activities, optional re-
lat'ed activities, an evaluation section, and bibliographies for pupil and 
teacher u.se. There were tw maps of Ne'" England (block and outline), a 
scope chart >·rhich in eluded an outline of the three mrits, and a list of 
films and filmstrips · for use with the units. There were no conclusions. 
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1 Co bieigh, Richard, et aJ.. , "Subject Preferences of Fifth-Grade Chil"dren. " 
Ed. M. 1957. 453 pp. 
This "Was a repeat of the 1947-1948 study "Subject Preferences· of Fifth-
Grade Children 11 to determine if children's subject preferences had changed 
by 1957. Subject preferences of fifth-grade children in 83" Nevi England com-
muni ties \vere Compared \-lith the resuJ:ts, of the 1947-1948 investigation by · a: 
group · of graduate students at Boston University in 1948 and 1957. 
Scope~ Limitations: 
The study was divided into thirteen sub-studies which are· described in 
this abstract. 
The study involved 32,000 fifth-grade children from 85 communities, but 
after discounting non-valid inventories and non-participants, there "Were 
19,169 inventories from 78. communities. 
Procedure: 
The oooperation vias req:uested of school superintendents enrolled in the 
Ne\v England School Development · Council. They \Jere first asked if they wished 
to p articipata, and if ro, to list all the fifth-grade teachers and the num-
b er of children in each class. rt· vias stressed that all fifth grades in the 
community must participate if the validity of the study "Were to be high. 
1 t·linona L. Chang 
Rita A. Cullinan 
Richard J. Erickron 
Helen E. Huntl~ · 
Hilliam J. 1-icCall 
Arvin S. Hiller, Jr. 
Fred N' e-vrcom b 
Wene Perlis 
Ernest B. Remondini 
Jobn c. Ri'ccio 
AnnR B. Saute 
Shirley Slater 
Laura Tucker 
Alam Valorosi 
Carolyn E. \-lard 
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Participating superintendents were given the mat'erials which were in turn 
given to the fifth-grade cJ.:assroom·s. 
Marking only t hose subjects which t·tere a part of the curriculum, the 
children were instructed to place 1, 2, and 3 before their first, second, 
and third subject preference; mark each subject L (I like it very much), N 
{I neither like nor dislike it), or D (I dislike it very much); and mark each 
subject "easy" or 1'hard. tt. 
Relationships for the thirteen sub-studies were determined through the 
use of the critical ratio. The sub-studies used the rank differences method 
and the Spearman formula to obtain a coeff icient of correlation. 
Conclusions: 
Conclusions for the over-all study "Subject Preferences of Fifth-Grade 
Children" are given 1mder each of the follo'I.·Ting sub-studies. 
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1. Subject· Preferences in the Fifth Grade 
Problem:· To acquire statistical infonnation on subject preferences of fifth-
grade children and to compare the findings 1-1ith the 1948 study.' 
Procedure: Thirty-six tables sbo"\·Ted the percentages of each subject which 
was checked by the children. The tables provided figures for all the child-
ren combined, and separately for 9738 boys and 9431 girls. :rrumbers and p·er-
centage·s were given for the children's first, seoo nd~ and third· choices; the 
rank order of subject preferences was given; and rank order of preferences 
was given based on first choice only. 
Conclusions: 
l. Reading was the first choice in combined totals of first, second, and 
third choices; but Arithmetic was the first· choice in considering 
first · choice alone. 
2. Spelling ran..'ked third in first, seoond, and thind· choices combined 
and Art fourth, and on first choices separately Art ranked third and 
Spelling f our.th. 
J. Girls preferred Reading to Aritl.EJ.etic, and boys· preferred Ari tbmetic 
to Reading; girls preferred Spelling to Art, and boys· pre-ferred Art 
to Spelling. 
4. Social Studies was chosen by 1.85 per cent more of the pupil group 
than in 1948. 
5. Science was in sixth pTace, one step higher than in 1948. 
6 . Iii story · and Geography ranked higher in the 1948 study, but when com-
bined 1-lith History and Geography · figures, the Social Studies were 
fairly comparable in both studies. 
7. Language 1.ras sh:nm to be the least popular subject . 
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2. The Reliability of the Checklist Used in the Stud~ 
Problem: Tb compare the subject preferences of a lar-ge ssnpie of the entire 
population on two sep-arate checkings of the same list; to e~re-ss the dif-
ferences in percentages between the t\·/0 lists as critical ratio and as rnnk 
order; and to evaluate critical ratio and r:mk order so as to determine the 
reliability of the checklist. 
Procedure: All the fifth-grade children in the study completed' the checklist 
during the first l.·reek in .Tanuary, 1957. The fifth-grade childr.en of Tbms 
21 and 38 again completed the chec.lclist during the seoond ueek of March, 19 57. 
These tovm.s were chosen because the number of c·ases ,.,as considered adequate-, 
and all oo cia-economic groups were represented. The second checklist- yielded 
909 usable returns, providing 909 matched pairs of checklists for tabu.Iation. 
They were tabulated and sbovred the follo1.rl.ng results. 
Conclusions: The measures used to determine the reliability- of the checklist 
used in the study sbot·Ted it to be highly reliable. 
1. The differences in percentages between the t1w checkings- l..J"ere small 
and in no case exceeded 4.14 per cent. 
2. The critical ratios derived from these· differences l.·rer.·e not st·atisti-
, .. 
cally significant since none of them exceeded the index of statisti-
cal significance of three. 
3. The rank differences. for first choices produced a co·efficient of .98 
in both studies. 
4. The coefficient of correlation obtained for the combined first, sec-
ond, and third choices vTas also .98 comp-ared 1.rith .99 in the 1947-
1948 study. 
3. An Anallf.sis of Sex Differences in Fifth-Grade Children's Preferences for 
School Subjects 
Problem: To determine the presence or absence of sex differences in fifth-
grade childrents preferences for school subjects, to ascertain the· order of 
preference in which school subj e·cts i.rere placed by the sexes, and to comp are 
the results fomd in this study 1-rith those in 1948. 
Procedure: Using only the first, second, and third choices from the prefer-
ence questionnaire, the results ,.,ere tabulat ·ed separately according to sex, 
providing tot'al numbers and percentages. These numbers and percentages were 
also given for combined choices. Statistically significant differences be-
t1.reen the preferences of boys and girls vrere determined. 
Conclusions: 
1. Critical ratios of 3. 0 or more derived from combined first, second, 
and third choices in subject preferences shm.r that boys favor History, 
Geography, _ Social Studies, Art, and Science ove~· the girlsr and girls 
favor Reading, Language, Penmanship, Spelling, and Music over the boys. 
2. Critical ratios show that ooys Shoi.r greater preferences for Aritbme-
tic·, Geography, History, Social Studies, and Health while girls show 
greater preference for Reading, Spelling, Pen!Ilanship, and !1usic. 
3. Statistically significant differences in subject preferences Hhen 
comparing critical ratios derived from first choices and from com-
bined first, second, and third choices put Geography, History, Social 
Studies, Science, and Health in favor of the toys in 1948; in 1957 
the list is the same with the exception o£ Health. In favor of the 
girls in 1948 are Penmanship, Sp·elling, and Husic; 1957 adds Reading 
to that sane list. 
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4. Preferences for Content, Skill, and Aesthetic Subjects in Five CoiD.tllunities 
Problem: The 1948 study produced the question of whether the choices of the 
three school subjects most liked showed any patt·ern of choice; could the 
choices be classified as content, skill, or·· aesthetic subjects-; have any· 
changes in patt·ern taken place? 
Procedure: Reading, Geography, History, Social Studies, and Sci"ence were 
listed as rontent subjects; Aritlnnetic, Pernnanship, and Spelling as skill; 
and Art and Nusic as aesthetic. A saturation of choices {if of the three 
choices, at least t-wo of them fell •Ji thin one ca·~eiory}· 1-1as determined from 
the fifth-grade children of five rommunities. Checklists that included Eng"-
lish (Langnage) and Health Education as one of the first· three choices were 
excluded, because it was felt that these subjects did not fit into one spe-
cific category. 
Conclusions: 
1. All boys showed preference for content subjects. 
2. Girls did not prefer content subjects. 
3. All girls showed preference for sldll subjects. 
4. Boys did not prefer skill subjects. 
5. All girls s :b..o1.red preference for aesthetic subjects •lith statistical 
significance in the over-all study in the saturation of subject pre-
ferences. 
6. All girls showed preference for aesthetic subjects· \·d. th statistical 
significance in the over-all study in the rombined choices of simi-
lar subjects. 
7. In comparing the per cent of boys and girls in the five communi ties 
in the saturation of choices preferences in t he 1957 study, 15.25 
3 6 
per cent more boys chose content subjects, 9.91 per cent more girls 
chose content subjects, 2.83 per cent less boys cho se skill subjects, 
7.01 per cent more girls chose sldll subjects, 12.42 per cent less 
boys chose aesthetic subjects, and 16.92 per cent less girls chose 
aesthetic subjects. 
8. In comparing the per cent of those in the five oomrm.mities in the 
combined choices of similar· subjects . in the 1957 study, 9.03 p er 
cent more boys chose content subjects, 6.03 pBr cent more girls 
chose oontent subject·s, .43 per cent less boys chose skill subjects·, 
4. 22 per · cent more girls chose skill subjects, 8 .60 per cent less 
boys chose aesthetic subjects and 10.2'5 per cent less girls chose· 
aesthetic subjects. 
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5. Children's Evaluation of the Difficulty of Hell-Liked School SubJects 
Problem: To find the subjects liked qy fifth-grade boys and girls; to see if 
the children considered these subjects easy or hard; to determine if there 
1o~ere any true differences bet't·Teen boys and girls in the subjects they f~ 
vored, the subjects they felt were easy, and those they considered hard; and 
to compare the findings of this study with the 1948 study. 
Procedure: The subjects marked as 1ollll-Liked, Liked-Easy, and Liked-Hard were 
taken from all the cheCklists and tabulated showing numbers and percentages 
of boys and girls, separat'ely and together, who chose those subject·s. Com-
parisons 1o~ere made between boys' and girls' choices using critical ratios, 
ana chart's vrere construct'ed showing those subjects in 1o1hich ther·e were sig-
nificant sex differences. 
Conclusions: 
1. Critical ratics of .3.0 or more indicated that the vrell-liked subjects 
qy the boys were Art, Science, Arithmetic, Social Studies, History;. 
and Geogr~hy; those well-liked by- the girls '.o~ere Spelling, Husic, 
Penmanship, and Language. 
2. Those same subjects were evaluated as easy by both boys and girls; 
those evaluated as hard by the boys were Spelling and Language , and 
those evaluated as har.d by the girls 1-1ere Art, Music, and Arithmetic • 
.3. The findings were similar with those of the 1948 study. 
6. Chil"dren r. s Evaluation of the Difficulty of Disliked School Subjects 
Problem: To find the subjects most disliked, '1.-thether the subjects most· dis-
lllced are considered easy or hard, if ther-e are any significant sex differ-
ences in dislikes, whether there are any differences bet1-teen boys and girls 
as to the difficulty of the disliked subjects, and to compare the !indings 
vrith the results of the 1948 study. 
Procedure: Data were compiled from the part of all the checklists dealing 
with the subjects that were disliked and ,.Jhether they were considered easy or 
hard. 
Conclusions-: 
1. There was an average of less than one disliked subject per· pupil. 
2. Percentages indicated that boys disliked school subjects more than 
girls . 
.). T:he disliked subjects of Language, Penmanship, and Health l.·Tere found 
significantly easy; the disliked subjects of Arithmetic, Spelling, 
History, Geography, and Social Studies \-lere found significantly hard. 
Though not significant, the CR's of Reading and Science were in fa-
vor of their being easy, and Art and Husic being hard. 
4. Significantly easy subjects disliked by boys 1-rere Reading, Language, 
Penmanship, and Health; significantly hard l.·Tere Arithmetic, Spelling, 
Geography, History, Social Studies, and Art. 
5. Significantly easy subjects disliked by girls vtere Language, Penman-
ship, Science, and Health; significantly hard 1-tere Arithmetic, Geog-
raphy, History, and Social Studies. 
6. Boys significantly disliked Language, Penmanship, Spelling , and Husic 
more than did girls. Girls significantly disliked Geography, History, 
Social Studies, and Science more than did l:oys. 
7. Conparison with the 1948 study shm.red similar results; an average 
of less than one disliked subject per pupil; boys disliked school 
subjects more than did girls. 
7. An Analysis of Fifth-Grade Pupils 1 Subject Preferences in Relation to 
Their Teachers 1 Preferences 
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Problem: To compare the subject preferences of pupils of fifth grades i·rith 
the subject preferences of their teachers, to smw 1.-rhether boys or girls 
have a tenden cy to prefer the subjects of their teachers 1 choices, and to 
compare the conclusions of t he 1948 study Hith t hose of this study. 
Procedure: Preferences of 724 teachers from each of the communities in the 
study 1vere tabulated along ·Hi th the first, seoond, and third choices of their· 
boys and girls. 
Conclusions:· 
1. When considering first, second, end· third choices·, the pupils pre-
ferred the subject that the teacher preferred in the area of Social 
Studies. In the other subj ects the teacher did not stimulate any-
more· interest· than in any of the ot her subjects taught:. 
2. \f.hen oonsidering only first choice, only Arithmetic had a critical 
ratio of three or mor e . 
3. Boys had a tendency to prefer the subjects their teachers prei'erred-
more than girls as evidenced by critical ratios for Science, Social 
Studies, and Art. 
4. Several significant differences were found bet'\.reen this and the 
study of 1948, and t he author listed possible factors which might 
have influenced these differences. 
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8. High-Morale Classrooms in the SubJect Preference Study 
Pro-blem: To detennine the percentage of subjects the children checked as· 
''liked." 
Procedure: From 772 fifth-grade classrooms dat·a ·Here oompiled and tabulated' 
on a percentage basis comparing the number of liked with disliked· subj ect·s 
and also those neither liked nor · disliked. 
Conclusions: 
1. Fifty-seven classrooms (7.39 per· cent) fell below the modal range of 
the percentage of liked subjects; three hundred thirteen U:D. 51~ per 
cent) fell within the modal range; and four htm.dred tl.-m (52.07 per· 
cent)' ,;ere above the modal range. The modal range was 50-59.99 p·er· 
cent. 
2. The size of the classroom or town was found to have little or no 
bearing on classroom morale. in t he 1957 or- 1948 study. 
J. The 1957 modal range -vras lo-v1er than the 1948 (6o-69) modal range, 
but the difference uas not too significant. 
9. An Ana:Iysis of the Influence of Intelligence· and Age Differences Upon 
Fifth-Grade Children 1 s Preferences for School Subjects 
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Pro biem: T'b determine to what degree, if any, the factors- of intelligence 
and age do influence the preference: for school subj ect·s of the boys and 
girls of a given grade group. 
Procedure: The "first cmices" subject preference data were collected and 
tabulated from the results of the questionnaire given to all fifth-grade: 
children in Town 17, Hassachusetts. Intelligence quotients, chronological 
ages, and preference data were collected for three fumdred five children. 
The number and percentage of f:ir st choices and the critical ratio of the· dif-
ferences of the percentages were determined. 
Concl 'ill.sions·: 
1. The only significant difference (CR 3.22) was in Group A vrith the 
g:lrls favoring Reading over the boys. 
2. In ooth this study and the 1948 study the first three choices in or-
der were Arithmetic, Readi ng, and Art. 
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10. An Analysis of the Influmce-of Achievement on Preference for Re.ading · and 
Arithmetic 
Pro·biem: To- determine if children who made first, second, or third choices-
of Reading and Aritlmetic as their favorite subject's in school achieved hi'gh-
er results on standardized tests in those subjects than did the total s·am-
pling of the fifth-grade pupils of their school systan;· and to detem.ine the 
influence of their achievement in Reading and Aritbnetic, as-measured by the 
standardized tests on preference for these· subjects·. 
Procedure·: Test and preference data- were compiled for four· htm.dr-ed· t ·wenty• 
one children in Tbw 36. The critical ratio was used to find the· signifi-
cance of the differences in the mean of -grade- placement s-cores in Reading· 
and Ari'thmetic between the total group and the first, second, and third 
choice difference- groups. 
Conclusions-: 
1. In Reading achievement, the only statistically significant difference 
found was for those pupils who made Reading first choice as compared 
,.n_ th their ae:b..ievement in the Re-ading Comprehension sub-test. 
2. Statistically significant differences were found in the second and 
third choice: groups in the comparison of achievement in the Ari thme-
tic Pro-blems sub-test. 
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11. Differences in Subject· Preferences oi' High-Achievement Readers and Low-
Achievement Readers 
Problem: To determine vrhether or not pupils with high-reading achievement 
made different choices. from those pupils· with lou-reading achievement. 
Pro·cedure: Data were furnished from a :vecent reading test and the prefer·enc-e 
questionnaires for- J83 children in Tb"'m. 70. Readers of high and low achieve-
ment were determined as those having scores of one· standard deviation or more 
above or below the mean respectively~ T'ToJO hmdred twenty-eight of the· cases 
vere high achievers and one hundr·ed fifty-five. were loT.J achievers in reading. 
First, second, and third choices were tabulated and broken dotm. according to 
sex. 
Conclusions: 
1. The high achievers favored Music, Science, Health, and Art. 
2. There was about .. a seven to one ratio of high readers to Imv readers 
in s ·cience. 
3. There was atout a four to tlu-ee ratio -in Reading and Arithmetic. 
4. There uas a ratio of t\.ro to five in Lan.:,~YUage. 
5. The low readers predominated in Penmanship, Ar.t ·, Music; and He·al th. 
6. There was little divergence of first choices between high and low 
readers, bu~ this was not true of the combined choices. 
7 .• Significant critical ratios: were as follow·s.: Arithmetic (3.62), low 
to high; Art (4. 78), high to low; Reading (J. 76), high to low;- Sci-
ence {3'.14), high to lov1; Reading (3.30), high to lo,.J-;. 
8. In percentages, all subject areas showed a subst'm.tial increase over 
the 1948 study. 
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12. Techniques:- end Practices Used in Twenty Social. Studies Classrooll's 
Problem: Tb discover the techniques and practices used by t ·eachet"s in high-
rated fifth-gr.ade classrooms, to romp are this data with that found in fifth-
grade classrooms in the low-rated category, and to oompare all findings vTith 
the 1948 study. 
Procedure:: Twenty classrooms were visited· during· a Social Studies session or 
period, ten of which '.rere high-rated (children placed Social Studi-es first, 
second, or third over. all other subject preference-s) and ten low-rated (a:t 
least three othet" subjects were placed over· Social Studies)'. During the 
visit· the observer used an observation guide- m1d asked questions of some pu-
pils in order to get· an indication of the "0Iimate 11 of the classroom. An 
interview guide was used outside of cl·mss hours 'With the teacher·. 
Conclusions: 
1. The study con tained a: collection of the techniques and practices 
used qy · the teachers in the ten high-rated fifth-grade classrooms. 
2. Children in the high-rat'ed classrooms e:xpressed a vitality in all the 
things displayed, and there were more things which had been brought· in. 
3. The teacher 1 s p-ersonality appeared to affect the high-rat'ed class-
rooms. There was aloo a difference in the appearance of the· class-
room as well as the attitude and responses of the children in it. 
4. Of 175 items· which it was felt were necessary for the successful 
teaching of Social Studies, the high-rated classrooms surpassed the 
Iovr-rated classrooms in 68 per cent of them. 
5. There was evidence of increased use, since the 1948 study, of the 
techniques and practices- given on t he interview and observation guide, 
and especially in the low-rated classrooms. 
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13·. An Jlnalysis. of the Influence of Achievement in Reading in Social Studies 
Problan: To detennine if achievement in Reading has an influence on prefer-
ence for the subject of Social Studies, like or dislll{e for the subject, and 
evaluating the subject as either hard or easy. 
Procedure: Achievanent scores were obtained for one thousand plipils from 
Tolim 36. The grade placanent .score:. for average reading was used. The criti-
cal ratio was used to find the significance of difference of means between·· 
the. total group and the first, second, and third group choice preference 
groups in Social Studies. The same procedure iva·s followed for ooys and 
girls separately, and then the same data were applied to the high achieve-
ment and lot.r achievElllllmt· readers. A G.P. score of 6.0 or higher· indicated a 
high-achievement reader and that of 4·.0 a loi·T-achievement reader. 
Conclusions: 
1. The only t1-10 oompe.risons fotmd to be statistically significant were 
that- the high-achievement readers found Social Studies ee:sy, and the 
total number of pupils fotmd Social Studies hard compared Hith the 
high-achiev.ement readers • 
.2. Reading achievement seemed to have little or no i nfluence on girls-
as to whether they liked or disliked the subject. 
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Conovitz, Ellen E., and Charlotte M. Robins, "A S'urnmary of Research in Elemen-
tary School Social Studies (1948-19:D). 11 Ed. }.f . 1958. 215 pp. 
St atement of~ Problem: 
The problem was to summarize research done :in the field of Social 
Studies in the Elementary School at fuston University ~uring the years 194~ 
1949, and 1950. 
Scope and Limitations: 
The summary covered a three-year period (1948, 1949, 19:D) in res-earch 
done in Elementary School Social st·udies at fuston University~ · The writers· 
divided the research into the four folloldng categories: Analyses, Materials, 
Skills, and T"ests (including interest and e::xperience inventories). 
Procedure: 
The ninety studies made from 1948 through 1950 were summarized in ab-· 
stract form. A summary under the separate headings of Analyses, Materials, 
Skills, and Tests l.ras made, referring to them by nane and according to their 
number in the bibliography. The abstracts were arranged ~phabetically by 
last nl'mle of autoor. 
Conclusions: 
Due to the nature of the study, t h..ere were none. 
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Creedon, Richard Joseph, 11A Survey of the Audio-Visual Aids Available to the 
Teachers of i-lorcester, Ha:ssachusetts . 11 Ed. M. 1956. 77pp. 
Statement of ~ Problem: 
The · author was to investigate uhat audio-visual educational services Here 
available to the teachers of Worcester for enrichment of the curriculum and 
stimulation of the pupil. 
Scope ~ L:imi tations: 
The problem was confined to a survey of the more mechanical aids avail-
able to Worcester, Massact.usetts through its Visual Education Department and 
the services rendered by the l~orcest'er Art Huseum., The HusEnml of Na-tural 
History, and the Horcester Free Public Library. 
Prodecure: 
Personal intervieus were held vrith the department· heads and st'aff mem-
bers of the four organizations. Follovdng the gathering of data concerning · 
the assistance offered by these organizations, individual chapters were 
written vrhich analyzed and summarized the information. 
Appendix C contained the Audio-Visual Education Catalog of the Worcester 
School Department·~ 
Conclusions: 
1. vlorcester had an ample supply of materials to assist the teacher in 
developing new concepts in the children. 
2. vlorcester needed a better program of teacher-training. 
3. A budget, sufficient to the proper administration of dep·artment, vTas 
one of the greater handica.ps. 
4. The accent seemed to be on films at the present time. 
Decker, Thoedore Parker, "A History of Portland, Haine for Jimior High 
Schools. 11 Ed. H. 1958. 105 pp. 
Statement of the: Pro blen: 
{none given) 
Scop~ ~ Limit'ations: 
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The study was . composed of five chapters: "Before the 'Vlhite· Man;" "Early 
E:xplorers· and Settlement; 11 "Portland and the Struggles for Freedom;" "People, 
Pleces, Events; 11 and "Social Development." The"Se chapters covered the his-
tory of Portland, Haine and -vrere 1·Tri tten for j,1mior high schools. 
Procedure: 
Following each chapter were suggested learning activities in three to 
four parts, and preceding each chapter vras an appropriate photograph and 
section of poetry by Henry \.f. Longfello-vr. 
Conclu-sions: 
Due to the nature of the study, ther.6. were none. 
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Desmond, Edward C., and Paul s. Hayeroon, "Survey and Analysis of the Useful-
ness of the Social Studies Guide for New Hamps:b..ire Elementary Schools. 11 
Ed. H. 19 58. 53 pp. 
Statement of the Problem: 
The writers stated the problem as follows: 
1. To determine a general r ating of the Social Studies· Guide· for 
New Hampshire Elementary Schools in terms of an analysis of the 
various component parts of the guide. 
2. To detennine to 1-fuat extent the guide is now being used in the 
elementary schools in the state. 
3. To determine whether other factors, such as the development of 
local courses of study through 1~rkshops and other similar meet-
ings, have precluded the use of the state guide. 
Scope and Limitations: 
- - _.;::==== 
A sample group of three htmdred Ne-vr Hampshire elementary school teachers 
\·Ias oompiled by taking every seventh name on a list of all teachers in the· 
state provided by the State Department of Education. In doing this, grade 
distribution was kept in min:l as well as those who had participated in other 
surveys. 
Procedure: 
The need for such a stu(\y \-tas brought m the attention of the writers· 
by the uresident of Plymouth Teachers-· College, and after consulting 1d th and 
gaining backing by the State Department of Education, the study was tmder-
taken. 
A questionnaire was prepared and criticized by the seminar group to 
vrhich the writers belonged. After evaluation and revision, a copy of the 
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questionnaire and a covering letter was sent to every superintendent of 
schools in New Hampshire. 
Three hundred questionnaires were mailed. In ten days one hundre-d three 
had been returned, so another copy was mailed out to those '~ho had not re-
sponded. Two hundred forty returns were recorded by the deadline (eighty per 
cent, which was considered above average) which data were tabul-ated, analyzed, 
and a summary and recom.mendations formulated. 
Conclusions: 
The writers listed their conclusions in three cate.gories. 
General factors: 
1. Over 62 per cent of New Hampshire element·ary ·teachers are teachers 
with eleven or more year.s of eJq)erience uhile only 7. 7 per.- cent· 
are first-year t ·eachers. 
2. Forty-five per cent of New Hampshire elementary teachers have no 
degree. 
3. Over 90 per cent· of New Hampshire element·ary teachers are teach--
ing classes of more than twenty students. 
4. Only 61 per cent of New Hanpshire teachers have either a personal 
copy -of the guide or a copy reserved for their personal use. in 
their schools. Tvrenty per cent of the respondents 1 schools have 
no guide available f or reference. 
5. Neither principals nor supervisors have evidently recommended the 
use of the guide. 
6. Less than 33 per cent of the respondents have attended meetings· 
at which tiine the guide and its use Here discussed. 
7. Teachers have evidently not used the loose leaf feature although 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
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the respondents rated this as a desirable i tan. 
Favorable factors of ~ analysis: 
1. The clear and concise presentation of the material . 
2. The loose leaf feature of the guide. 
3. The high degree of oorrelation developed by the guide between 
the social studies and reading, language, art, and music. 
4. The high general rating of the guide. 
Less favorable factors of ~. analysis: 
1. The section on individual differences and ho1.r to deal with them. 
2. The integration of the social studies areas. 
3. The liirw degree of oorrelation developed by the guide betvreen the 
social studies and math and science. 
4. The unattractiveness of the guide. 
5. Suggested reference books and texts are not available in the 
local communi ties. 
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Dooley; M. Louise· Holland, 11A Compilation and Validati on of Jilasic Geograp-hic 
Concepts for Inclusion in School Curricula From Grades One to Twelve.'' 
Ed. D. 1957. 20J pp. 
Statement of the Problem: 
Because of today 1 s 1.·TOrld situation, p-eople and nations need to under-
stand each other better. It is important· for our citizenry to know and 
understand basic geographic· concepts in order to vote intelligently for 
those 1.-rho can best lead our. nation, to understand the conditions of those·, 
co1.mtries where our capital is invested, for service men and travellers t'o· 
have· an understanding of those countries which they may visit, and· these con-
cepts are vi tal in this day of travel by · air. For these· re·asons, the author 
felt there was a need for a:- compilation and validation of basic geogrephic 
concepts. 
Scope and Limitations: 
The 222· geographic concepts were for inclusion in school curricular· 
from grades one to twelve and for social s tudies teachers · who 1.-rere not geog-
ra:phy experts. Geography and oocial studies textbooks used in grades one 
through twelve 1.-rere us·ed as a: source from which the basic· concepts were com-
piled. Texts from the following publishers vrere used: Allyn and Bacon Com-
pany-, .American Book Company, Ginn and Company, The Hacmillan Company, a:nd 
scott, Foresman and Company. Other sources included cities and towns chosen 
at random but representative of all geographic sect ions of the Uilited States. 
T.hree places (an area of less than 2, 500, a to1.m. or· city of about 25,000, and 
a city of over 100,000 population) from each of t he follovring states vTere 
contacted: AlabBilla, Arizona, lllinois, Hassachusetts , and Oregon. The Jour.:.. 
nal of Geogra-phy and other leading p eriodicals in the field yiel ded some 
articl es as 1.-rell as research in the field for a five-year period. 
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Three juries were selected to evaluate the study and included profes-
sors of geography in tmiversities, professors of social studi-es in teacher:.. 
training institutions, and professional geographers from fields other· than 
education. They were selected from Who 1 s Who in American Education, \.fho 
Knows--and What Among Authorities, UNESCO World Directory of Geographers, 
and the membership of the National Council for the Social Studies. 
The follo1.Jing limitations were given: more members on each jury \·10'1lid 
have increased the validity of the data, the ratings for the Learnability 
column Hould be more discerning if there were more divisions in the grades·, 
the terms ''not very :important, 11 "fairly :iJnportant," or ''very important" 
could be more accurat:ely defined, and a five-point· rather than a three-point 
scale for rrJmportance 11 1rould be more desirable. 
Procedure: 
A list of ooncepts written as declarative sentences were subnitt'ed to 
the three ji.lries of experts. A pilot study used a few experts from each 
group to evaluate and criticize the i t ·ems. The corrected list was then sent 
to the rest of the experts \·Tho wer.e asked to evru. uate the concepts for ac-
curacy (correct; incorrect), importance (not very important·;· fairly· impor-
tant; very important), and learnability (more suitable for inclusion in 
grades one through six; more sui table for ins truction in grades seven through 
t '\'l'elve). 
Conclusions: 
1. Pilot study: Of the 218 concepts subni tted, 67.4 per cent vrer·e rated 
as accurate by all the jurors, 6.8 per· cent as incorre·ct by 50 per 
cent or more of t he jurors, and .009 per cent as incorrect by all 
the jurors. 
2. ~ study:- The number of concepts t-Tas increased to 222 because sev-
eral original concepts were considered to contain tw separate con-
cepts. The per cent of the concepts rated as accurate vrere 67 by 
the professors of geography, 91 by the profes sors of social studies, 
and 69 by the professional geographers. The comb:i.ned j'uries rated 
13 per · cent of the concepts as not very important, 44 per· cent as 
fairly important, and 42 per cent as very important. The combined 
jurors pih:aced 49 per cent of the concepts in grades one to six, and· 
51 per cent in grades· seven to twelve. 
3. Final list: The final list was a result of the auditions, corre-ctions, 
and suggestions made by · the jurors. 'Vlhere the tvording wa:s c..'flanged, 
both concepts '-~'ere given, and if the change t·Tas due to incorrect 
data there was a note to explain the reason. 
4. Appendices: 
A. Sources of Haterial 
B. Pilot Study--
includes letters, instructions, and list of concepts 
C. Jury Study--
D. Additions, Corrections, and Suggestions of Jury l'1anbers not In-
cluded in the Final List 
E . Allocation of Concepts Under Headings of Importance and Learn-
ability 
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Edoff, Nelson Verner, ''The. Teaching of Vermont St·ate Government in the Pub-
lic Jmlior High Schools of V erm.ont. 11 Ed. M. 19 57. 42 pp. 
Stat·enent of the Problem: 
The. author vras concerned w.i. th the great lack of emphasis· on the teaching 
of Vermont' State Government in the jmior high schools, where state govern-
ment is taught in most·- states. He felt that the poor voting re·cord, lack of 
understanding of government, and the failure of people to live up to the du-
ties and obligations of citizens could be helped if state government were 
taught in the schools. There 1vas available only one text concerned Hith 
Vermont State Government in which only eight· pages referred to st'ate govern-
ment. 
Scope: and Limitations: 
Material was provided which could be used in the teaching of Vermont 
Stata Government to ji.mior high school students of Vermont, including grades 
seven through nine. 
The schools were selected from the Vermont Educational Directory pub-
lished by the State Department of Education, September, 1956. Of the eighty-
two approved public high schools in the state of Vermont, the thirty-tuo 
schools Hhich oontained grades seven through wel ve 't-Tere chosen. Each school 
received thirty questionnaires. 
Procedure·: 
The author investigated the guides provided by other states for the 
teaching of state government and mentioned requiranents and suggestions from 
the follovdng states: \{yoming, His so uri, North Dakota, l•iaryland, Haine, Geor-
gia, and NeH Hampshire. 
Jrmior bigh schools were selected throughout t he state to ,.rhich question-
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naires 1-1ere sent, of uhich part of each one was directed to the teacher and 
part to the student. Questions to the teacher concerned text used, time al-
lotted for study, and methods used. Questions. to the student concerned the 
organization and function ing of Vermont State Government. 
Followi....ng the tabulation of the questionnaire, a student-'s guide uas 
formed to give students of Vermont a true:· understanding of their state gov-
ernment, to disniss the notion that democracy just happened, and to· anpha-
size the need· for active participation in government in order to continuer to 
enjoy da:no Cfracy. 
The author· 1.n-ote a: chapt·er· 11HoH 1ve Govern Ourselves" from material 
which he fotmd on Vermont State Government; and so students could learn the 
functions of their government, a student·r s guide· w~s written, ''Let·ts Look at 
Vermont State Government." Both chapters included materials on the executive, 
legislative, and judicial departments·. 
Conclusions: 
Of the fifteen questionnaires returned, seven indicated that they did 
not teach Vermont State Goverrnnent. This indicat·ed the necessity for more 
emphasis on the study of Vermont State Government. 
T.he part of the questionnaire direct'ed to the students contained twenty-
five questions- to determine the knowledge they had of their st-ate government. 
A statistical analysis of coiTect responses by· 229 students provided the· 
following figures: median--1I2. 3·3, mean--115. 2J, range--164, quartile· devi-
ation--33. 75. 
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Freise, Geraldine .Tolmson, ''Exercises Integrating Reading Skills With Social 
S:budies for Third Grade. 11 Ed. M. 1957. 185 pp. 
Statement of the· Problem: 
The purpose of the study uas to construct a ivorkbook of exercises which 
,,.rould provide a uell-planned program of reading instruction and at the same 
time aid in the knoi·Tledge of' the social study facts for grade three. Impor--
tant to the social studies program, the author feit, was the buil'ding up of 
ideals, tendencies, and social concepts, and the reading study-skills were· a 
me.ans of developing these. 
Scope and Limitations: 
The workoook vTas for use with third-grade pupils uith specific reference· 
to the Social Studies Program used in Portland, Haine . 
The reading exercises -vrere designed to provide the follo-vr.ing things·: 
growth in reading skills, a lmowledge . of social studies materials, an acqui-
sition of a vocabulary which "Hould be meaningful for the slow learner as 
'ivell as the normal child, a knoHledge of communi ty recognition vocabulary 
~orhich vTould benefit the child through his later life, more favorable atti -
tudes and appreciation of reading, and ma:x:i.mum success for all pupils. 
The social studies units for third grade included transportation, food, 
clothing, and Portland (past and present) 1.J'ith some stories of Indian life 
in Haine. 
Procedure: 
The author organized a workbook of exercises of nearly 100 pages in 
r eading i nstruction using the social s tudies material for grade three. 
The readin~ Skills used in t he social study exercises were the follov~ 
ing: 
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1. Reading for sequence of ideas o~· events 
2. Reading for major ideas 
3. Reading for minor ideas 
4·. Reading to follow· directions 
5. Reading for detail 
6. Reading to organize or classify 
7. Reading to draw generalizations 
8. Reading to make inferences 
9. Reading to dra'\oT conclusions 
10. Reading to note relationships 
Also included in the study uas the ''Proposed Social Studies Outline; 
Grades: Kindergarten Through T"'t.felve" by the Public School Department, Port-
land, 1-iaine, 1950. 
Conclusions: 
A workbook of exercises \vas organized for use at a third-grade level to 
help make children aware of the main ideas and supporting details in that 
1-rhich they read and to teach them to arrange these items in order by int·e-
grating these· study skills with social studies content. 
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Gilinore, Elizabeth A., 11An Experiment With Source Notebooks and Study Guides 
in Social Studies. 11 Ed. M. 1958. 89 pp. 
Stat'enent of ~ Problem: 
The purpose of the study \oras to develop tvro historical source notebooks 
and to improve recall of the material through the use of graded study guides. 
Soope and Li.llli tations: 
The source notebooks covered the story of Neiv England and the story of 
Greenfield, Hassachusetts. 
The e:xperiment followed a work mit on Nei..r England and Deerfield and Has 
-
used with thirty-four fourth graders of a rural connnmi ty. The experiment 
included thirteen lessons rollowed by an evaluation sheet. 
Procedure: 
The notebook on Ne\V England contained eight lessons on the early days 
and a review of each state, and that of Old Deerfield and Greenland con-
tained five lessons, each of vrhich had corresponding study guides composed 
of the various itan types. 
The study gui'des used differently for three ability groups i·rere graded 
accordingly. The superior group read the selection and then answered the 
questions-, the average group read the questions before the chapter and then 
answered them, and the beloiv ·average group read one question at·· a time ans-
t.;ering it by r:eferring to the paragraph containing that particular answer · 
{paragraphs and questions coiTesponded by number). The last group was not· 
required to finish ea:ch selection. 
The children wrked in pairs tJithin each of the three groups, one being · 
the quizmaster and the other the oontestant, a1 ternating each day. The 
teacher selected the partners according to ability in the first group of 
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lessons; in the seoond the children were allo,.;ed to select their ovm. 
The children marked each other and the teacher took these marks daily. 
Each of the thirteen guides was done orally. 
Each day the teacher and the children discussed their vrork and eval-
uated the experiment, and at the end of the thirteen l essons t he children 
filled out an evaluation sheet. 
Conclusions·: 
1. The children enjoyed the lessons, liked vrorking in pairs, and worked 
1-rell in pairs .• 
2. Half of the children preferred to choose their own partners, and 
half of the children preferred the teacher to choose their partners-
for them and accepted readily the partner that '<tas assigned. 
3. The children stated t hat they preferred this tJZPe of talking 'vork to 
' ·JI'i tten work. 
4. The children did not find the read:ing difficult. 
5. The chapters and guides vrere typed clearly and adequately, and the 
directions for the reading and t he questions '.Jere clear and adequate. 
6. The noise in the room did not oother the children. 
7. Partner scores and class scores kept their goals highly competitive. 
8 . The study- guides seemed to improve their reading comprehension. 
9 . The children preferred the 11true-false 11 and 'multiple choice" type 
questions over t he direct question type. 
10. The children agreed that they learned a lot from these chapters end 
guides. 
The study :included copies of the rource notebooks and .study guides, sum-
maries of pupil evaluations, evaluation forms, and I.Q. distributions . 
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Gonnan, Robert Francis, 11Curriculum Reorganization of the Elementary School's 
Social Studies Program in Sudbury, Hassachusetts. 11 Ed. H. 1957. 71 pp. 
Statement of the Problem: 
Because of the continuing increase of the school enrollment and inade-
quacy in the curriculum guide of the school, the tvrit er felt it necessary to 
provide a guide so children t.muld have similarity of content background as 
they pass from one grade to another, and so ne'v teachers i·ould have an oro.. 
gani:Zed report of the areas to be covered. 
Scope and Limitations: 
The tom of Sudbury had a population of a[x)ut 6,000. The elementary en-
rollment through grade eight was near 900. The study included grades one 
through six. 
Procedure: 
The vlriter met Hith each teacher and vd th the teachers by- grades re-
viewing what they taught and listing the main topics covered. The topics 
1-rere then arran ged by · grade and further revised by the teachers. Hav:i..ng 
agreed upon headings, basic understandings tvere developed, e'll'aluated, and re-
vised by the teachers. For each grade and unit the folloi.ring lists of re-
source materials l..rere compiled: sixty-six reading references, eighty-five 
audio-visual aids, and twenty-four field trips. 
The 6urriculurn Guide covered the follovr.i.ng areas: 
Grade I - school, home, family, com;·nunity, pets, farm, holidays. 
Grade II - community helpers, post office, transportation, holidays. 
Grade ill- Indians, Holland, China, food, shelter, clothing, holidays. 
Grade· IV - concepts of the Earth, Amazon Valley, Congo Valley, 1-iedi-
terranean Lands, temperate comtries, Land of the Hid-
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night Stm, Asia, Australia. 
Grade V- Explorers, Sudbury, NevT England, Northeast, South, Nid-
llest, Great Plains, West·. 
Grade VI - outline study guide; Hexi.co; Central .America; Cotmtries 
of the North; the .Andes; Silve:e· River Countries; Brazil; 
vlest Indies; Bermuda, Iceland, and Greenland; Explorers 
route; Nevrfoundland and Laborador; Jvfari time Provi_nces; 
Populous Australia, East Indies, and the Philippines. 
Conclusions: 
The writer felt that this t.fork t.ould be of great value to the teachers 
in their teaching of oocial studies and especially to the beginn:L."lg teacher. 
In his otm v.ords-- "This guide forms the basic fo1m.dation for the program, 
and will aid the teacher in developing understandings, skills, and attitudes." 
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Grace, Caro lvl:., "Correlation of Instructional Haterials vdth Elanentary Sci-
ence and Social Studies for the Halden Public Schools. tt Ed. H. I958. 
170 pp. 
Statement of the Probrem: 
Using the Science and Social Studies Courses of Study ·K-6 then being 
used by the public schools of Halden, Hassachusetts, the autl1..or sought to 
devise and prepare a suitable correlation (and evaluation in some instances) 
of the instructional materials in the Instructional Mat'eria:ls Center. 
Scope and Limitations: 
This was a correlation of instructional mat·erial s in science and social 
studies in grades K-6 in the public schools of Malden, Hass-achusett·s~ 
The Science Course of Study K-6 used as· its franework the Suggested 
Course of Study prepared by t he Hassachusetts Department of Education. For · 
elaooration, tiD mits t.rere selected for each grade. 
FollovTing a sampling of the thinking · and teaching of the Halden elemen-
tary teachers and a survey of similar oommuni ties throughout· the United 
States, the follm-Ting Social Studies Colll'se of Study K-6. vras made: 
K. Family and School 
1. Home and School Life 
2. Neighborhood 
3. Community; past and present 
4. l-1alden; Massachusetts; \..forld Community 
5. United States and its Possessions; Canada 
6. Hexico, Central and South America; and the Eastern Hanisphere 
Procedure: 
The tvri ter e:>q:>Iained in detail the establishment and development of the 
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Instructional Haterials Center in the Halden Public School SJZ.stem, and of her 
part in it in the role of Director. She e:xprained the need for previewing 
materials by the director to discard that which may take the teacherls time, 
and previewing by a group of teachers oo they 'Hill become familiar ·Hith the 
materials available. 
The writer had set up a: means of evaluation of materials vrhereby teach-
ers filled out a form (included in the appendix) when using materials. \.Jhen 
ten of these forms had been returned no more were given out; the group of ten 
vms tabulated, checked, and changes made accordingly. 
Also included in the appendix was the tabulation of evaluation of films 
and filmstrips. 
Chapter VI contained the correlation of instructionel materials with 
the units of the Science Course of Study K-6 and Chapter VII the Social 
Studies cour.ses of study K-6. 
Conclusions: 
At the time of Hri ting , only about eleven per cent of the instructional 
materials in Science and twenty-one per cent in Social studies had received 
the necessary ten evaluations. 
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Harrington, Daniel R., Jr., "Study· Guide in United States History for the 
Seventh Grade From the Period of EJq:>loration to the Pre-Civil War Era." 
Ed. M. 1958. 127 pp. 
Statement of the Problem: 
The plan of t his study was to orgrorlze the teaching of United States 
~istory in the s eventh grade so that profitable participation in historical 
experiences could be provided for each child, recognizing individual differ-
ences. 
Scope and Limitations: · 
Seven units11ere provided f or t he teachi ng o f Dhitecl States History in 
the seventh grade, ea:ch containing understandings, act ivities·, i.JOrk sheet-s, 
vocabulary, bibliography, and test. '!'he work sheets: were vn-itten for two 
group s but covered the same· information. The nnits consisted of ''Exploration 
and Discovery," "Colonization, 11 ''Winning Our Independence," "Forming Our · 
Government, 11 "The Government Begins," "Our Country Gr01·Ts," !!nd ''Economic, 
Intellectual and Social Growth." Each unit contained the teaching time re-
quired. 
Pro·cedure: 
The. class was divided into t VJO groups according to abi lity, 'WOrk habi t ·s, 
and results of previous stendardized test-s with each group having a different 
bi bliography. The grouping "l·Tas only for designation of bibliography and 
,.JOrksheets·, as each person 1-rorked alone. All the children used different 
te:A-t's in answering the questions and doi.~g the activities, then they shared 
the information through discussion and exchange of notes. Evaluation was 
achieved through the use of t he t ests at the end of each unit, one or more 
of the activities, and through discussion of the understandings. 
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Conclusions: 
The auth::>r used this method of study in his class to determine whether-
or_ not a class having varying a.bili ties could progress to the best -abili ty 
of each member at his own rat'e, but he could not say that the prcrj ect had 
proven the point. He did find a- change in attitude to1.rard the topics, an 
appreciation for organization, and each pupil 1-x>rked well as an individual 
and felt pride in his accomplishments. 
Hrepat·sos, Evangeline, 11Supplenenta:ry Reading lV!ate:rial to be Used in the 
T'eaching of Social Studies at a Sixth Grade Level." Ed. H. 1956. 
69 pp. 
Statement of the Problem: 
The author felt the need to provide a bibliography of supplementary 
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reading in social studies so that individaal differences might be met when 
the children uere e:xpect'4'd to participate in reading research activities. 
Scooe and Limitations: ~ _;;..;....;;;.=..~;..;..;;.;:..;;;;;;.;;; 
Four social studies units for grade six were cr..osen. The countries of 
Egypt, China, Greece, and Italy were selected since the Manche:ste:r school 
system devoted most· of its time in sixth grade social studies to these four· 
coillltries. 
Procedure: 
The mmotated bibliography uas oomprised of four parts--Egypt (seventy 
references), China (one hundred sixty-nine references), Greece (one hundred 
twenty-seven references), and Italy (one hundred six references), andre-
ferred to the following topics: 
l. geogr aphy 
2. folklore· 
3. history · 
4. customs 
5. literature 
6. fictional stories 
7 . present d~ activities in relation to their past 
8 . contributions and acoomplisbrnents to the modern ¥TOrld 
The interest and vocabulary of the books in the bibliography ranged from 
grades one to t•relve. 
Conclusions: 
Due to the nature of the study, there 1.rere none. 
Johnston, Florence R., "Preferences of Fifth Grade Children for Certain 
So-cial Studies. Activities-. 11 Ed. 1-1. 1958. 59 pp. 
st·ate.11ent of the Problem: 
The author 1 s purpose of the study was the following: 
1. To disvover the subject preferences of 391 fifth-grade pupils in 
South Caroline·. 
2. To discover the preferences of fifth-grade children for certain 
Social S~udies activities. 
v 
3. To compare the findings \d th a similar study done in 1952 \dth 
fifth-grade children in New ilngland. 
Scope and Limitations-: 
The study was done •lith 391 fifth-grade children from twelve classrooms 
in a large industrial city in South Carolina. 
Procedure: 
The children were given a checklist on \.rhich they indicated their pref-
erences of first, second, and third choices out of ten subjects; marked 
thirty-eight items X, L, N, or D· representing "I have not done this," 1~ like 
it very much," "I neither like nor dislike it, 11 and "I mislike it· very much;" 
and then checked first, second, and third choice of the thirty-eight items 
they liked best to do in studying social studies. 
Conclusions: 
1. Different activities \-rere selected from those of the previous study. 
2. In this study social studies was preferred fifth by the girls and 
eighth by the boys; in the pr.evious study it was preferred sixth by 
the girls and fourth by -the boys. 
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3. A little over eleven per cent of the activities showed indifference 
by the boys and girls. 
4. Fifty-six per cent of the activities were liked by both Pc>ys and 
girls. 
5. Almost fourteen per cent of the activities tried wer-e indicated as 
disliked. 
6. The activity most· chosen as liked by both boys and girls was "Use· 
the same Social Studies oook that each child in the class has.'' 
7. Thirty-seven per cent of the activities were not e:xperiencea. 
8. A little over twenty-five per cent of the activities v1ere disliked 
end neither liked not · disliked. 
9. T'dce as many activities were liked as neither liked nor disliked. 
10. The activity least popular with both boys and girls vTas "Study maps· 
of the country being talked about." 
7l 
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Jones, Annie Lee, "Graded Study Guides for Sixth Grade Social Studies." 
Ed. D. 1958. 221 pp. 
Statement of the Problem: -
The author 1 s purpose of the study was to develop a series of graded· 
study guides for use in paired pr·actice in sixth grade social studies, a.lld to 
evaluate the effectiveness of this procedure as one means of improving the 
p1i7VTer of recall andt the ability to comprehend and retain subject matter·. 
Scope and-Limi tationsti 
The study involved 523 sixth-grade pupils from tw public school syst·ems 
within a fifteen-mile radius of Boston idth 265 pupils in the experimental 
group and 258 in the control group. They t.rere . equated on the basis of chron-
ological age, mental age, reading achievement, and initial ability · in recall. 
T'extbook material was taken from Ginn and Companyes sixth-grade social. studies 
text, !2E ~ !!!!.9 Mi~, chapters ttro, tbree, and four. 
Procedure: 
Forty-four study guides composed of fifteen detailed-question lessons 
in aided recall, fourteen outline-teclm.ique exercises in sUillillarizing; and· 
fifteen gene:rnu-question lessons in tmaided recall wer.e construct:ed for 
ttventy-five teaching days. There were three ability groups progressing at· 
different rates vTith the children within the grorp s working in pairs. The· 
guides were used independently under the teacher 1·s supervision. 
The pilot study involved thirty-three different sixth-grade pupils using 
the various types of material in various groupings end evaluation along with 
the teacher and principal. Initial and final te·sts were administered to de-
termine mental age, reading achievement, ability in oral and i.Jritt·en recall, 
social. distance among the pupils, and attitudes of the children tov1ard the 
social studies~ 
The control group was not allot·Ted to do sny multiple recitation OX" 
paired pr..actice. 
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The pupils of the experimental grol!J completed a questionnaire for pu-
pil evaluation. 
Conclusions: 
1. Significant gains in oral recall were made by bo:bh groups as sho-vm 
by the critical ratios of 4. 77 for the experimental group and 4.14 
for the control group. 
2. Significsnt gains in written recall were made by both groups as shown 
by the critical ratios of 4.82 for the experimental group and 3.93 
for the control group. 
3. The significant difference. in r .ecall of social studies facts· favored 
the control group with a critJ.cal ratio of 2. 58. 
4. Gains were made by l:o th groups in reading achievement but 1 acked st~ 
tistical significsnce. 
5. Gains made by l:oth groups in oo cial acceptmce among pupils favored 
the control group but were not . significant. 
6. There was no sign ificant change· in attitude: toward social studies. 
7. Pupils in the e:xperimental classrooms enjoyed the lessons and working 
with partners, and the teachers observed the same. 
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Keeton, Betty E., ''Ten Historical Plays for Use in Teaching· Early .American 
F..istory. 11 Ed. M. 1958. 198 pp. 
Statanmt of the Problem: 
---
The problem \·las to find if there was justification for using historical 
plays as aids in the teaching of hi story, and if so, how they oo uld be de-
veloped and used effectively. 
Scope ~d Limitations: 
Ten original historical pl~s were developed for teaching history in the 
fifth grade. The plays wer.e 11The Jamestown Story," "Champlain--Father of 
Quebec," ''Escape of the: Pilgrims, 11 1'The- Purchase of Manhattan Island," "The 
Puritans," "Roger i~illiams on Trial, 11 "Old Silver Nails of Ne-vr .Amst'erdam," 
''Marquette and Jolliet', 11 11Hilliam Penn and the Quakers, 11 and "From Debtors' 
Pri-son to the Georgia Frontier. " Follo1-ring each play were ''Proposals for · 
Student Research" and a bibliography. 
The appendix contained a "Combined Vocabulary for All T"en Plays" and 
vocabulary for each of the plays. The Rinsland list was used to prepare· the 
-v10rd lists. 
Procedure: 
The .American colonial period was ch::>sen as the period of history from 
which to choose scenes to dramatize, not because of their dramatic possi-
bili ties but because they uere significant historically. 
In preparation for writi.11.g the pl~s three sources were read and facts· 
'Were used only "Hhen there \-Tas agreement among three authors. The dialogue 
was written in the language of today so the children could more easily iden-
tify themselves \·rith the characters, but slang expressions \·Tere· avoided. 
''Suggestions for Use of the Ten Plays 11 "Was provided in Chapter IV. 
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Conclusions: 
1. The use of historical P'lays is a valuable aid to the tea-cher in mak-
ing history come alive for the children. These ten plays were writ-
ten for this use. 
2. Teaching methods often fail to capitalize on the acting interest of 
children. 
3. The main purpose of these plays was to arouse an interest in the his-
torical times and to stimulate further inquiry and resear.ch. 
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Kelly, William Francis, "A History of the To'Wil. of Braintree, Massachusetts 
For. Use by Third-Grade Teachers. II Ed. H. 1956. 76 pp. 
Statement £!_. ~~Problem: 
Although a number of brief histories bad been writt-en ab::>ut Braintree, 
as '\vell as many pamphlets-. and papers, none of them were sui table for refer-
rlal by teachers when teaching small children about their tovm. Most of the 
accounts 1-1ere too brief or too old. Teacbm-s. uho might not be well acquaint-
ed id th the history of Braintree needed a reference of such and the form of 
toim government to day~ 
Scope and Limitations: 
The writer tried to cover the areas which would be most interest'ing to 
l:oth teachers and children, and therefore felt that a complete history of 
all aspects of the life of Braintree -vras not'· necessary. Items which were 
not included were the history of the churches, clubs- and other social organ-
izations. Chapter headings in the history· included "Early-Settlements and 
Rise of the Town, II "Hilitary Training and the Indian Wars, II ''Life in Colo-
nial Br.aintree, 11 ''Revolutionary ~-lar," "Growth of the Town Since 1800," ''Mu-
nicipal Services, II "To1m Government, 11 and ''Biographical Sketches." 
Procedure: 
I 
This history was ,.JI'itt·en in chronological order- beginning with early 
I 
settlements through to tfe present town government. The writer used many 
different sources .incluJng earlier volumes and tot-m records, pamphlet-s, 
monograns, papers, litert ture containing an account of later-dey events and 
organizations of the to1.m, to-wn reports, and interviews 1vi th many of the 
I 
heads of departments &"1d older residents. Jlfo ronclusions 1-rere stated. 
Lo\-Te, Jessie Pauline, "TJ:l.e History of Gloucester, Hassachusetts for the 
Fourth Grade." Ed.'M. 1957. 39 pp. 
Statement of the Pro blern<: 
----1 
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Ivlany books had beenr written aoout~ Gloucester· which the teacher might 
I 
find useful, but there wr little authentic liter<rture ;rhich the fourth-
grade child might read is elf, although several children 1 s books· had their· 
setting in Gloucest·er. fhe author felt the need of presenting at· the· inter--
est and ability level of' fourth-grade children a history of the to\<m. 
Sccroe and Linti tations: I 
Only the events \vhijch •vould be of interest to a fourth-grade child and 
increase his understanding and appreciation of his heritage were chosen; 
therefore this was not 1 complete history. Whenever possible, the importance 
of the fisheries and boa;ts of Gloucester- to the development of the city ·1-rer·e 
included. 
Procedure: 
i 
I 
Research was done in the ar·ea: of the value of local history and histori-
1 
cal data on Gloucest·er. I The material was present·ed in narrative form written 
I 
for the average fourth-~ade child. Some of the chapters \-Tere read to fourth-
grade pupils, 
and rewritten 
their readti ons were noted, and the chapters were t hen revi sed 
I 
as a resul~ of the reactions. 
Chapter headings included 11History of Gloucester, 11 "The Vi_ldngs 1 Visit, " 
"The First Settlement," "The Early Settlers, tt "Ship Building, 11 t'Expedition 
Against Louisburg," IIDogto>m Common--A Deserted Village, II "Revolutionary ~var-," 
"Foreign Commerce, 11 ''lvar of 1812, 11 "Schools, 11 "Churches, 11 "Granite Industry , u 
IIGloucester.;..-A Summer Colony--An Industrial City--A Good Place to Live. II 
No conclusions >·rere stated. 
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HacPherson, Hary Isabel, "An Anal~sis of Certain Social Values Presented to 
Children Through t he Hedium of Television." Ed. H. 1958. 90 pp . 
Statement of the Probian: 
Since the writer fotmd it difficult to find g middle-of-the-roa-d.' op in-
ion in current literature regarding the value of television for children, she 
felt a study was necessary to objectively evaluate programs vrhich were popu-
1·ar · \d th children. 
Scope and Limitations: 
The writer sought to determine too amount of time fourth-grade students 
in Quincy, }1assachusetts spent in vie\>ring televisd:on, their six favorite 
programs, and to eval:uate the concepts being · presented through the content· 
of these programs. 
Procedure: 
Every fourth-grade pupil in Quincy uas given a questionnaire of vThich 
seven hundred ninety-three were returned. They were asked to list their six 
favorite television programs . in the onder in \.fhich they ·liked them beginning 
1dth the one likEI1 best. The questionnaire vTas planned so that· the vocabu.-. 
lary ~uld give no difficulty to a child on a fourth-grade reading level. 
To contribute to t he validity of the form, there were no clues, motivation, 
censure or approval of choices, or adult supervisi on. 
For each of the six favorite programs by the majority of children (de-
:e·ermined by giving first choice six points, second choice five points, and 
so on do1.n the scale), t he writer gave a summary and a list of generaliza'-
tions drawn after repeated viewings of the program. In analyzing the pro ..... 
grams a list of questions was prepared for each of the following areas: home 
life; family relationships; moral issues; and prejudice against nationalities, 
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religions, or color. 
The appendix contained a list of the one h1mdred sixty-nine programs· 
mentioned in the questionnaire suhnitted by the children in the study. 
Conclusions: 
1. The entire groups spent 14,346 hours· weekly · wa~ching television. The 
boys spent a · total of 9, 825 hours vreekly. The girls spent a tot-al 
of 4, 521 hours weekly. The average time spent Heekly 1-l'as 18.1 hour·s. 
Peak vie't-l'ing occurred during· the weekend. The 't;zri ter felt these 
figures 1-rere lovr compared 'tf.i.th other group studies, and that the· 
children did not have an accurate lmouledge of time ]:~pent. 
2. The six most chosen programs in order were ''Lassie," "Z'orro," "Father 
Knows Best, II Wagon Train, 11 ''Leave It To Beaver," and "Amos and Andy." 
3. Home life: The middle class home and family were presented in a high-
ly · idealized manner, lacking artistic or literary merit on an adult 
level, but being typically American on a childts level. 
Famil;y relationships: A middle class American family bound by love: 
and understanding, each member an individual yet· sure of his place~ 
in the group • 
Moral iss~:. Overs:i.mplified--good is good; bad is bad, and no matter 
what, right \dll tril:nnph regardless of how. In the fanily situation 
program a valuable lessmn was taught; in the action drama: the end re-
sul t nullified the means. 
Prejudice: Television seemed to be correcting the misconceptions that 
many people cherish concerning groups unlike their 01m.. 
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Harchessault, Carole Francis, 11Integrat:ing Thre·e Social Studies Units vlith 
Speech Haterials at the Second Grade Level." Ed. l-1. 1958. 175 pp. 
Statement of the Problem: 
Because speech is so essential to every phase of one 1 s life, and because 
the speech therapist usually has time for only severely i.."llpaired cases, the 
author felt that speech twrk o::n:tld be integrat'ed 'With material already pres-
ent :in the classroom. Her purpose was to survey and analyze materials found 
in the social studies which could be integrated vr.i. th speech mat·erials. 
~ and Limitations: 
Three units for grade tHo on the policeman , firanan, and mailman pro-
vided a general speech improvement program. Ea:ch unit incorporated the use· 
of the various sotmds. 
Procedure: 
The writer found little unit material available from books, but a good 
vrorking bibliography was compiled from magazine articles from many surround-
ing libraries~ Literary trends were analyzed and the most helpful princi-
ples and methods of the speech and social study programs l·Tere integrated int'o 
a single unit of trork or activity. Speech activities Here integrated direct-
l y into the meaningful activities the social study units provided. Lesson 
plans were complet'ed and organized into two distinct a:reas for each unit; 
department and safety for the policeman and fireman, and post office and 
letter writing for the mailman. Poems and songs were used as concluding 
supplementary activities for many of the lesson plans. 
Conclusions: 
1. The author found plentiful and pertinent information discussing 
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speech in the elementary school. 
2. There was a lot of material for children about the fire department 
that is interesting, enjoyable, and purposeful. 
3. There I.J'e.S not much material available about the police department 
which primary-grade children could mdersta..Tld, much of its being 
difficult and t~.chnical. 
4. There was the least material about the mailman, most of its being 
technical. 
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McCoy, Virginia M., and Hary K. Phelan, "A Summary of Research in Elementary 
School Social Studies (1951-1955). 11 Ed. H. 1956. 181 pp. 
Statement of the Problem: 
The pro blan was to SUil!Illarize research Cbne in the field of Social Stud-
ies in the Elenentary School at Boston University from 1951 through 1955. 
Scope and Limitations.: 
The sunmary covered a five-year period (1951-1955) in research done in 
Elementary School Social Studies at Boston University. The vTriters divided 
t he research into the four follovting categories: Analyses, Nat·erials-, Skills, 
and Tests. 
Procedure: 
The seventy-four studies made from 1951 through 1955 were sum...rnarized in 
abstract form. A sunnnary tmder the separate headings of Analyses , Haterials, 
Skills, and Tests vras also made, referring to them by n ame and according to 
their number in the bibliogi""aphy. The abstracts were arranged alphabeticsliy 
by last name of author. 
Conclusions: 
Due to the nature of the study, there \vere· none. 
Hellios, Rose M., 11The Community Resources of Quincy, Massachusetts." Ed. M. 
19·56. 110 pp. 
Statement of the Problem: 
The writer undertook this study to survey and c atalog the coiiiiilUility re-
sources in Quincy which were available and suitable to use in enriching the . 
teaching of science and social studies in the junior high schools in Quincy. 
Scope and Limitations: 
The following areas were investigated: Industries, Health, Safety, Tr8ns-
portation, Heteorology, Points of Geogogical Interest, Power, Comrmmi ty 
Agencies, and Resource Personalities. 
The geographical dist:i:ibution of the participants \oTas limited to one 
particular section . The number of p a£ticipants was restricted. Only thirty 
per cent of the total number of inquiries sent out were returned. 
Procedure: 
After investigating various methods of gathering community resource da~a, 
a questionnaire was chosen and modified for use in gathering resource data 
for Quincy. A mimeographed data sheet lvas sent to industries, radio stations, 
the city newspaper, meteorological stations, a quarry, and all city depart-
ments. 
Each activity was placed on a single sheet of paper containing all the 
pertinent data from t he original form. In this 1.J'ay, the activities couJ.d be 
revised or supplemented. 
The appendix i ncluded a li st of the thirty-one community resources 
(mainly fieldtrip s) and the thirty-seven resource visitors of Quincy in the 
order in which they occurred in the thesis. 
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Conclusions: 
The 1-Jri ter included a brief smunary in research of the importance of 
making use of available co1llll1uni ty resources. The writer found that commu-
nity resources may be used as a basis for building the· school currj.cula, or 
as enrichment for the established curriculUm. This study 1-ms for the purpose 
of the latter. 
The resources included in the study t.x:>uld be sui t ·able for use by grades 
seven, eight, and nine. 
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Hills, Helen Elizabeth, 1'The ·. Influence of Art Expression on Achievement in 
Two Junior High School Social Studies Unit's." Ed. M. 1956. 67 pp. 
Statement of ~he Problem: 
The writer felt that-:· thwe was a definite.· need for the correlation of 
art and the social studies in the junior high school, and especially in the· 
seventh grade where the activities from the elementary school are fresh in 
the experience of the chila. The vrriter · felt that social studies learnings 
could stimulate art expression and that work in art could contribute to fur;;.. 
ther · learnings in the social studies. The question to be ansYered was "Hill 
a class group taking part in a social studies and art correlation proj'ect· 
achieve a higher grade stending in a social studies 1m.i t · than a similar group 
not motivat'ed by such an art experience?" 
Scope and Limitations: 
Seventh-grade children 1.rere used in the experiment. For the art and. 
geography experiment, t\;ro 7B groups were sel·ected with the experimental and 
control groups being as nearly compara~e as possible. The· groups consisted 
respe.ctively of thirty and tvrenty-t1.ro pupils ha.vi_ng mean I.Q. 1 s of 9J. 2 and 
96.95, average ages of 13-6 and 13-1, and. having similar socio-economic 
backgrounds. 
For the art and history exper:ilnent, tm 7P. history cl·asses ~orere selected. 
The experimental end control groups respectively had thirty-five and thirty-
one pupils having mean I.Q. 1 s of 93·.23· and 91.68, average ages of 13-2 and 
T3-8, and sill!.iler socio-economic backgrounds. 
Procedure: 
1. Art and geography experiment .--The: social studies teacher constructed 
and administered an objective test to t he t1.ro groups before and at the 
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conclusion of t be tmi t. Follouing the pre-test , the unit -vras de-
veloped over. a four-ueek period, and included a variety of activities. 
The e~erimental group vras encour.aged to sketch or -write doun ideas 
whi ch might be used to illustrate- the unit, f ollo,dng 'Hhich t hey ac-
tively engaged in making drawing,_ maps in chalk, relief and pro-ducts 
maps, and posters~ End products vrere not all good or successful, but 
interest was high. 
2. Art and ,!!istorx e:xoer:i.ment.--The history unit of study covered a sir 
week period and wa.s preceded and ooncluded by an objective test to-
compare achievement of the groups as well as to make oomparison be-
tween the history and geography units. The experimental group pre-
pared mural panels covering five subjects- under· study, and at· the end 
of the unit· erew their impressions of the celebration of the Declara-
tion of Independence. In only a few cases "t-Tas excellent quality of 
vK)rk displayed, though enthusiasm ,.ms high. 
Conclusions: 
1. Geography unit .--The control group made a greater gain between the 
pre-test and final test than the experimental group with a difference 
of 2.09 in the mean gain favoring the control group. 
2 • .!!?-!>tory unit.--In this st udy the e:xperimen tal group ,.,as favored, but 
only by a· difference of 1.09 in the mean gains of the t\10 groups. 
3. Art activi:t;r:.--There was sust·ained inter·est throughout the duration 
of the unit. Those sho,dng the greatest initiative were only in a 
few instances high achievers in the social studi·es tests. 
4. Geography and history summary .--Both tests Here considered to have 
curriculum validity and adequate length, having sixty-three and fifty 
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it'ems' respectively. An "index of discriminttion" t.ras computed for all 
test items. It t.ra s not found to be high on most items. The true-
false questions had the lowest validity, "rhereas the map questions 
had the highest it an validity. 
5. Summa;cy.--This study did not confirm the a:ilthor 1 s feeling that art 
correlation projects in the social studies tmits t.nuld :improve the 
results of the tests .• 
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Horse, Kathryn, 11A Systematic Progression of Social Studies Skills for the 
Interpretation of Maps and Globes. 11 Ed. 11. 1956. 64 pp. 
Statement of the Pro·bl.em: 
Since many research studies reveal inadequacies in ro cial studies skills 
by elementary pupils, and because skills concerned with the use of maps and 
globes c ennot be taught incidentally if they are to be 1-rell-lee.nned and 
tmderstood, the author sought to eliminate resulting confusions by producing 
a gradual and systanatic progression of basic techniques of map reading. 
Scope and Limite.tions: 
Fourth grade vTa.s chosen as the level for the teaching of the interpre-
tation of maps and globes. 
Procedure: 
The author based construction of the skills program on basic· principles 
of learning and recommendations she had gathered from research to insure 
educational somdness of the exercises. 
So the e:xperiences with maps and globes t·rould be meaningful to fourth 
graders, e:xperiments were made, corrected for clarity, and graded for diffi-
culty. To provide constant practice, each ne1-r skill involved the use of the 
previously leanned skills. 
An oral test of geographic · terns from the Grund-Long study1 was given to 
introduce some of the uords needed to tmderst·and infonnation given by maps· 
and globes. A list of fifty t.x>rds wa.s compiled to be used in a Pictorial 
1 Carolyn Grund and Helen C. Long, ''Exercises· to Develop Skill in Hap 
Reading in Grade Four." (unpublished Naster 1 s thesis, Boston University 
School of Education, Boston, 1954). 
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Dictionary, and photogrl:phs and commercial pictures were collected and iden-
tified for use 1..rith individual noteoooks and a class Pictorial Dictionary. 
The teaching included directions, the globe, distance, physical fea-
tures, and cultural symbols. For each area there was a page of e:xpl"ained 
guide mrds, a study page, pages for imependent \.IOrk , follo-vred by a series 
of cumulative tests. 
The children constructed m~ s to sho\.T direction to their homes, made e: 
floor plan of the school to discover directions, made flat· maps to locat·e 
points on the earth, used proper symbols, collect'ed pictures to identify sym-
ools and features, and made individual maps to strengthen map understandings·. 
This 1-rork enabled the author to refine the maps for the \.rorkbook to introduce 
the skills in the simplest form. 
Conclusions: 
A 1vorkbook of study skills was devised which insured a systematic pro-
gression of skills in the use of map s an d globes and p rovide-d a background 
of e:xperiences in situations requiring the use of interpretative abilities. 
It uas hoped this 1-1ould teach correct study habits early in the social studies. 
The workbook \vas suppla:nented -vrith fifteen figures of symbols and maps 
uhich the child 1~uld use in completing the exercises. There l.'Tas a ti·lo- page· 
appendix of a listing of free maps and materials. 
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Needhan, Marjorie Louise, •rr·eachi..TJ.g Pupils of the Elanen tary Schools in the 
City of Lynn, Hassa-chusetts, About Their Conmnmity Through the Use of a 
Filmstrip, Colored Slides, and T'ap·e Recording." Ed. M~ 1957. 74 pp. 
Statement of ~ Prob1.~: 
The author stated the purpose of the st'udy as follovrs: 
1. To help increase understanding among·middle-grade children in 
Lynn of the history and the prcrblems of their community: 
2. To contribute a filmstrip· and series of color slides to the 
available store of pictorial information on Lynn. 
3. To stimulate and reavra.ken interest. in the 1931 study1 
4. To bring up-to-date that part of the social stud"ies curriculUm 
\•Thich deals \-lith Lynn. 
ScoEe and Limitations: 
Part T, "Hovr Did OUr City · Start?, 11 described· the historical pageantry -of 
Lynn; Part II, ''What Does · Our--City Look Like To·day?, 11 showed the present-day 
features of Lynn. The filmstrip; slides, and tape-re-cording wer.e to be used 
with middle-grade children in the schools of Lynn, Massachusett·s. 
The \n-iter mentioned the following limitations of her· study: 
1. The selection of pictures to be shmm. at t his grade level. 
2. Difficulty in photographing rome of the authentic photographs·, 
woodcuts, and sketches. 
3. The· ,vriter's ineJq:>erience· vTith the pro-duction of a fi:Lmst'rip. 
4. The use to be made of Part II (many of the pictures will become: 
out-dat:ed, therefore slides were· used so they could be rearranged, 
1 The 1931 study was written by teachers and pupils in the Lynn Public 
Schools, and portions of the book are noVJ out of date. 
removed, and supplemented). 
Procedure: 
In planning the slides for Part II, the \-~Titer preferred a dire·ct human 
i nt erest approach to a building shot and therefore getting many elose--ups. 
Pictures of general interest rather than t hose singling out one particul8r' 
thing loTere selected. fupha:sis was placed upon the role which the child 
played in his city. 
In planning the filmstrip for Part I, the writer photographed p ictures 
from the 1931 textbook written by pupils and teachers in t he Lynn Schools, a 
picture collection at t he Lynn Public Library, old postcards, promotional 
pamphlets, city records, anniversary programs, and actual objects at the Lynn 
Historical Society. 
The \-~Titer e:xpl.ained in detail the procedl.U"e used in the photography for 
the slides and filmstri,_u , and the type of equipment used. Small prints vrere 
provided for the body of the thesis. 
A tape recording was used to t i e the two parts of the story together, 
and the '.Jri ter explained in detail how the recording was made. 
The \-~Titer proVided optional related acti vities 'mch could be used to 
enrich the study of Lynn, a suggest·ed list of proper names to be taught or 
reviewed, and a suggested list of wor.ds to be t aught or reviewed. 
Conclusions: 
Due to the nature of the study, there were no conclusions. 
&1 
Palos, Viola A., "Graded Lesson~ . for Pupil Study Teams; Grade Six." Ed. M. 
1956. 53 pp. with appendix of 46 pp. 
Statement 9.£ the Problem: 
Since recall is necessary in order to have a store of knowledge on 1-rhich 
to base or support important conclusions, the study vras to develop graded 
study lessons by means of pupil-teams to aid in improving the ability of pu-
pils to recall. Hore specifically, the study attempted to do the follovTing: 
1. Evaluate the effect of the graded lessons upon oral recall. 
2. Evaluate the effect of the graded lessons upon v1I'itten recall. 
J. Ev-aluate the two-, three-, and five-pupil teams as utilized in 
tl:::is eJg:>eriment. 
t, .• Discover the most popular choice of pupil-team grouping as uti-
lized in this experiment. 
5. Discover whether pupil-teams were or were not an effedtive ad-
junct to graded 1 essons. 
6. Make informal observations of the value of the graded lessons and 
pupil-team techniques. 
Scope and L:iJnitationsa 
Eighteen gra:ded 1 essons in social studies vrere presented to thirty-three 
pupils in the sixth grade. This 1-ras a heterogeneous group in an average 
socio-economic cl ass in .Amsbury, Nassachusetts. The experiment covered a 
period of six 1-reeks, three lessons per vreek, Hith each lesson being graded 
to the low, medium, and high l evels of ability. 
Procedure: 
Pupils were paired in tY.t>-, three-, and five-pupil teams in an effort to 
determine whether pupil-teams 'Here or 1.rere not an effective adjunct to graded 
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lessons as used in the study. The seating arrangement H'as changed every ,.reek 
for the purpose of flexibility in the study. The tiolO-pupil teams worked dur-
ing the first and fourth Heeks, three-pupil teams during the second and fifth 
\veeks, and five-pupil teams during the third and sixth weeks. 
Each lesson Has graded into three levels of ability by giving the· ques-
tions during the reading for the low group, before the reading and after with 
the book closed for the medium group, and after the reading for the high group. 
The lessons increased in difficulty by using three levels of oral recall. 
The first six lessons were composed of detailed questions providing a lovr 
level of recall ability. The second series of lessons (7-15) contained mul-
tiple response i terns: vJhich raised the level of recall ability. The last 
group of lessons (through 18) provided unaided re:call, the highest level of 
recall ability. 
Informal five-minute question naires 1-1ere given; one at -Ghe end of the 
tb.:Jtrd l.Jeek (ninth lesson), one after the fifth ueek (fifteenth lesson), and 
one at the conclusion of the eJq?erimen t. 
Prior to the eJq?eriment the l-r.ritc:r gave the pupils an oral recall test 
in which they read a story through once and then told the exaniner all they 
cbuld remember of the story, in order to determine the pupil's oral recall 
ability. After the eJq?eriment another oral recall test \vas administered to 
determine if any gad.ns had been made during the e:xper:iments in improving the 
ability of recall. 
A similar testing of \vritten recall 1-ras made before and after the ex-
periments in \·rhich the pupils were given a bla'Tlk sheet of 1-r.riting paper and 
a story. At a signal they Here instructed to read the story, turn it face 
dovm, and write as much of the story as they could rananber. They were told 
they vlould not be marked for spelling tmd there vras no time limit set. 
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During the e:xperirnent the seating arrangements were changed, some lessons 
vrere pupil-directed and rome teacher-directed, pupils re·cei ved graded lessons 
according to ability, andd each lesson lasted thirty minutes followed by a 
discussion period. Each pupil received the graded lessons, but only the 
"lead" person could look at the anS\oTer·s. During the lessons the \oTriter ob-
served the pupils by circulating among them, asking questions, noticing reac-
tions, and ma..i{ing a record of those seeming to be of particular significance. 
Conclusions: 
l. There was a gain in oral recall of ideas of 2 . 69, but the critic-al 
ratio of 1.61 uas not statistically significant·~. The gains had no 
statistical value or meaning because of. the absence of a control 
group and the snall number of cases. 
2 . There was a gain in written recall of ideas of 3.36 ,.nth a critical 
ratio of 2. 82 '"hich was of statistical significance . 
.3. The three-pupil team -vras p referred by the pupils possibly because of 
the rompetition. The tvTO-pupil teBm Has second in popularity because 
of the active participation of each pupil. In the five-pupil team 
they admitted to fooling more, and it was noisier. 
4. The seating arrangement '.JOrl:ed best when directed by the teacher, be-
cause pupil-direct ion considered friendship rather than like abilit'ies. 
5. The graded lessons could only be successful when the pupils >oTere 
grouped according to like abilities so each child in the team 1.roul·d 
receive the same graded study lesson. Oral discussion aided in the 
popularity and. success of the lessons. 
6. The writer felt that success of the eJq:>eriment uas more dependent cpon 
pupil personality factors than graded lessons or pupil-team arrangement. 
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Peabody, Hilliam t·l., "A Survey of Selected Junior High-School Social Studies 
Teachers to Detennine the Extent to Which They Use Pupil-Teacher Plan-
ning. 11 Ed. H. 1957. 65 pp. 
Statement 2! ~ Problem: 
Since many people believe in the importance of pupil participation in 
classroom pl8llning because it provides training in, and develops an appre·cia-
tion of our democratic "-Tay of life, the author sought to determine the fol-
1. Approximately what proportion of selected junior hig~school 
teachers of social studies permit p:upil particip·ation in class-
room planning? 
2. To what extent was such planning used? 
3. For what reasons was it not used in some instances? 
Scope and Limitations: 
One· hundred one questionnaires were mailed to junior high schools se-
lect'ed at random from a secondary school directory·. Three que·stionnaires 
Here returned because the schools "-!ere no longer in existance. At least one 
questionnaite was sent to each state; more being sent to the more populous 
states. Of the ninety-eight schools contaet'ed, fifty-nine questionnaires 
Here returned. The questionnaire contained two parts; the first section be;-
ing for everyone, and t he second for those who indicat-ed that they did use 
pupil-planning. Items for the questionnaire i-tere obtained from many read:i.ng 
sources. 
Procedure: 
Included under the preceding heading. 
Conclusions: 
Of the fifty-nine questionnaires returned, thirty-four indicat'ed they 
did use pupil-teacher planning, and only tl~elve indicat·ed any extended degree 
of it. 
Of the thirty-four teachers vrho used pupil-teacher planning, twenty-four 
indicated that they democratized their teaching practices incneasingly as the 
year progressed. Only five used democratic practices. at' the beginning of the 
school year. 
Factors vrhich seemed to influence the use of pl..l.!Jil-teacher planning Here 
Hhether or. nnt the teacher had a core program, the use of homogeneous group'-
ing in the school, andd the existence of double periods for a class. 
More women (seventeen out of twenty-eight) than men (thirteen out of 
ti-renty-seven) teachers used pupil-teacher planning, but the author fomd that 
advance study snd experim1ce produced less change and use of new ideas in 
women than in men. 
Of the twenty-five ,.fuo reported that they did not use pupil-teacher 
planning, sixty per· cent felt that pupils did not have enough maturity or 
kno i·11 edge. 
Of the thirty-four teachers 1.Jho reported using pupil-teacher planning, 
fifteen stated that they had not always used it. The reasons gi-ven for their 
chan ge i-rere increased PuPil interest, better cooperation among pupils, and a 
better pupil-teacher relationship ( vd th the 1 ast being most common) • 
The author recommended the folloi.J'ing on the basis of the survey: 
1. An increased program of in-service training. 
2. Financial incm1tive in teachers' salary schedules for recurrent 
study even after maximum steps a.re reached. 
J. Further use of teachers' committees to study such areas as course 
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of study content and goals. 
4. Enoouraganent from building administrators to teachers to use·. 
pupil-teacher planning metmds. 
5. Increased scheduling in jml.ior high schools of double periods for 
social studies classes. 
6. Provision in more school systems for sabbatical leave and for 
visitations to other schools. 
7. Experimentation by more schools with the core· program. 
The· author did not recommend bomogenei ty even though there was more 
pupil-teacher planning the the homogeneously-grouped classes. 
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Phelan, .Jean M., "An Evaluation of the Third Grade Social Studies Curriculum 
in Quincy, Massachusetts. 11 Ed. 1-1. 19 57. 28 pp. 
Statement of the Problem: 
The l-lriter was to evaluate the third-grade social studies curriculum in 
order that the existing course of study could be revised according to the 
identified areas needing improvement or increased emphasis. According to a 
questionnaire concerning curriculum problems, it was found that the third-
grade teachers of Quincy wanted more help and revision in the social studies 
and science areas. 
ScoEe and Limitations: 
Thirty-six third-grade teachers from t\.fenty-t'hree elementary schools in 
Quincy·; Massachusetts partici pated i."l this survey. There ~orere twenty-six 
inquiry items·. 
Procedure: 
The checklist sent to the third-grade teachers was a composite of tvro 
questionnaires; the design being t 'aken f'rom Hichaelis 1 Evaluation of the 
So ci al Studies Progran, 1 and the que·stions from t h at end from '!The Score-
Board for Evaluation of the Social Studies Program" by a gro U!_J of Boston 
University graduate students. Questions ranged f rom 1'Does the curriculum pro-
vi de for cr itical thinking and problem solving? 11 to 1rt-That topics 1-10uld you 
like added or omitt'ed? 11 The questions oould be answered "yes" signifying 
adequacy , "?'" indicati ng the need for further study, and 1'no 11 indicating that 
little or no attention had been given to that item. Thirty-one of the thirty-
1 .John U. Michaelis, Social Studies for Children in ~ Democracy. (New 
York: Pr entice-Hall, Inc., 1950). pp . 405 - 414. 
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three inquiries t.,rere returned. The last three questions had to be tabulated 
separately because they 1r1ere concerned with tiha.t the teachers uould like 
omitted, added, and Hhat suggestions they 'lrrould like to make. Questions that 
t.rere checked by fifty per cent or more of the teachers td th ''no" \.fere dis-
cussed in the light of research and suggestions given to mruce that area more 
adequate \·Then revised. Questions t hat \·Tere checked by a similar percentage 
1.Jith a "?"were discussed so that more emphasis might be given to them. 
Topics that were mentioned by a number of teachers desiring to have them 
added or dropped were discussed t.fi th the reasons found in research for or 
against including them in the third-grade social studies curriculum. 
Conclusions: 
From tabulating the results of the survey-questionnaire, the viriter 
summarized the strengths of the curriculum uhich should be incorporated in 
the new one as follows: 
1. The program was related to oommon needs of children. 
2 . It identified concepts, understandings, ~preciations, and func-
tional information which should be acquired. 
3. The guide stated t he purpose of each unit and gave suggestions 
f or stimulating a good classroom environment . 
4. It'· reco gnized that multiple 1 earnings grov out of each e:xperience 
and identified social attitudes and ideals to be develop·ed in 
pupils. 
The tveaknesses of the curriculun vTere summarized as follovTs : 
1 . The curriculun did not· have problems in the unit clearly child-
l ike and :interesting . 
2 . Plans or suggesti ons vrere not made throughout the unit for evalu-
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ating pupil gro1·rth and achievement • 
.3. The units \vere not revised and kept up to da_te. 
4. The curriculum did :not list audio-visual aids or various types 
of reading materials. 
The 1-1riter found the curriculum definitely ·in need of revision. It Has 
suggested that a group of teachers meet once /every Heek or two to discuss the 
new curriculum, invite a consultant to attend and guide the group-, study the 
guides used in other oommunities, and after the guide is set up am.d used for 
a year to sent out another questionnaire so that the nelT curriculum might 
again be evaluated. 
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Piper, Robert M., 11Resources .Availa.ble for Enricbm.ent of the Curriculum in 
the Fiske Element'ary School, Lexington, Hassa.chusetts. u Ed. H. 1958. 
61 pp. 
Statement of the Problem: 
Since there Has no oomplete listing of ronmnmi ty resources available for 
the elementary school teachers in Lexington, the purpose- of the study was to 
determine too se available in the tm-m and surrmmding areas a11d to provide· a 
suitable list of field trips and resource visitors whichmight be used for en-
ricbmEn t of the classroom. 
Scope .§!!£ Limit ations: 
The resource list was made specifically for the elementary teachers of 
the Fiske School in Lexington, Massachusetts. Only material i.rhich could be 
correlated Hith the elementary curriculum vras used. The material vras com-
p iled under t he heading of resource visitors end field trips. 
Procedure: 
A questionnaire was made incorporating ou:b"standing features found in 
those from other s urveys. This questionnaire -.ras used to determine Hhat 
resources were available in and near the to-vm of Lexington. Questionnaire-s 
accompanied by a letter eJq:Jlaining their purpose i·Tere· taken home by all the 
children in the school. Of the f ive hundred questionnaires sent out, one 
hnndred Here returned, and only about half were considered useful, which a 
f urther screening brought do\m to about ti.renty-five. The informat i on was 
organized as to subject matter area and grade level, with a description of 
t he experience to assist the teacher in determining suitability. The resources 
i-rere li sted and indexed -vlith a subject k ey. There -.tere f ifteen Resource 
Visitors and twenty-three Field Trips provided. 
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Conclusions: 
From his survey, t..he 't-l!'iter found the follouing things to be true: 
1. The to-vm of Lexington has many resources available· for the en-
ricbm.ent of the school curriculmn. 
2. 1-!any people are anxious to cooperate with the school in helping· 
to enrich the educational program. 
3. Historical societies, museums, and business establishments are 
glad to welcome children in groups· as visitors. 
4. A more thorough survey, or one ronduct·ea <fior each school, or one. 
conduct-ed every school year; would bring a substantial addition 
to the present list. 
Boston Univer sity 
School of Education 
Library 
Poulson, E. Jerry, Jmlior, "A Study of 1-tlddle Grade Social Studies Programs 
in l-1assachusetts." Ed. M. 1958 . 48 pp . 
st·atanent of the Problem: 
This survey vras oonducted to determine the number· of Massachusetts com-
muni ties which used a fused social studies program as opposed to a separat'e 
subjects approach program in the middle grades, which had t·lri tten a course of 
study in oo cial studies in the middle grades and then the length of time this 
course of study had been in effect, vrhich used the Massachusetts Department 
of Education syllabus for the middle grades in oo cie~ studies, and to deter-
mine the major content areas in grades four, five, and six. 
ScoEe and Limitations: 
Every Superin tendent of Schools, Elementary Supervioor, Assist·ant 
Superintendent, or Director of Curriculum in 11assachusetts received an ex-
pTanatory letter and questionnaire concerning the oo ci. al studies program in 
grades four through six. 
Pro c.edure: 
Of 237 questionnaires sent out, 163 were returned, which were then com-
piled, categorized, and statistically analyzed for the purpose of this study. 
Conc.l us ions.: 
1. Fusion was reported by fifty-four per cent of the school systems. 
(The connnunities rE!Jorting represented 71.5 per cent of the tot·al 
stat·e picture.) 
2. Fifty-t,.JO per cent of the school systems reported no '.zri tt·en course 
of study. 
3. Thirteen per cent of the school systems reported follo1-ri-ng the Hs:ss-
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achusetts Stat'e Curriculum Guide. 
4. vlri tten oourses of study ranged in age from one to seventeen years. 
The average age was four years, seven months. 
5. In grade four there·seemed to be lack of relationship between his-
tory and geography i.'l'l. the separate subjects eppro ach. Tn the fused 
approach, ninet'een content areas ranging from Community, State, and 
Region to selected culture-s "toTere reported to be taught. 
6. Fusion \ms more dominant in f'i fth grade \vith the United States being· 
the main area taught in both approaches with vlestern Hemisphere· in 
second place. 
7. In grade six fusion led the separate subjects approach by fifty-nine 
per cent, but in b::>th appro aches there was great confusion as to the 
areas taught. 
Chapter m contained a series of tables answering each of the questions 
on the questionnaire, and the appendix rontained a summation s heet·-. 
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Reynolds, Alton L., and Harold F. HcCormick, ''Field Trips and Resource Visi-
tors Available to the Natick, Hassachusetts Elementary Schools. 11 1956. 
135 pp. 
Statement of the Problem: 
The authors were concerned that this study should enrich the curriculum 
and stimulate good school and commu.n.ity relations. They were to determine 
;.rhat field trips· and resource visitors were avail.able to the Natick El·emen-
tary School System. 
Scope and Limitations: · 
The study 1-1 as to p rovide a handbook for the classroom teacher of the 
elementary schools of Natick, Hassachusetts of commtm.ity resources avcl.lable 
uhich might enrich the cUITiculum. The field trips were limited to those 
1-rhich co.uld be completed ,.Ti thin the school day and 1-rbich uere valuable to the 
curriculum and adaptable to the school prog;ra:m. The resource visitors- ;.rere 
limited to residents of Natick who were \-Tilling to come mto the classroom 
and uhose e:xperiences '.rould be valuable to the curriculum. 
Pro cedure: 
A questionnaire \-Tas sent to all teachers in the elanentary schools to 
determine \.rhat field trips had been taken and resource visitors c alled upon. 
They were also asked to list other known ones ,.rhich ;.rould be valuable. An-
other questionnaire \-Tas sent home to the parents for possible resource visi-
tors . Local publications, advertizing sources, end the Director of the 
Visual Aids Department \.rere instrumental in giving information for further· 
field trips and resource visitors. A group of eight teachers and one princi-
pal selected which resources \·Tere to be included in the handbook . 
There Has a total of fifty-three field trips and fifty resource visi"tors. 
1\)t> 
Conclusions-: 
1. The authors felt the study helped strengthen good school and commu-
nity relations. 
2. Natick had reoources covering nearly every subject which wer.e adap-
table to a good school progrem. 
3. People \-Tere more tha.'l'l willing to help a good school program. 
4. Host local business concerns and public institutions uer.e. willing to 
have classrooms visit them. 
5. The reoources in the handbook should help to enrich the school pro-
gram. 
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Riley, Kathryn Eleanor, 11The History of Quincy for the Fourth Grade." Ed. N~ 
1956. 78 pp. 
Statement of the Problem: 
The authod .. s purpose for the study was to collect, organize, and rewrite 
the material Hhich had appeared in a nevrspaper supplement so that vocabulary 
and interest of subject matter 'Hould be su.i table for four_th-grade children. 
Scone and Limitations: 
The history was prepared for the fourth grades of Quincy, Hassachusetts. 
The subject matter uas taken from an illustrated supplement published by the 
Quincy fatriot Ledger, and highlighted events from the e:xploration of the 
area to recent achievements in the ship-building industry. 
Procedure: 
Research -vras done in the fields of the value of local history, writing · 
for children, and historical data on Quincy. Naterial was organized in nar-
rative form, and the vocabulary was checked for fourth-grade level against· 
the Scott Foresman and Durrell-Sullivan Reading Vocabulary for Grade Four· 
lists. Some of the chapters 1.vere exposed for criticism by fourth-grade 
teachers of Quincy, and some stories -vrere tested by the children, after -vrhich 
they were revised and re-vrritten. 
The seventeen chapters in eluded ten biographical sketches, tracing the 
history of Quincy. 
Included in the appendix vTere ten suggested field trips. 
Conclusions: 
Due to the nature of the study, there were none. 
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Rodgers, Agnes S., "An Annotated Bibliography For Use in 7th and 8th Grade 
United States History on t he Topic of Inland Commerce and Travel in 
Eastern United States From 1789 to the Advent of the Railroad." Ed. M. 
1958. 48 pp. 
Be.cause of the range of reading abilities found in the average seventh 
and ei ghth grades, it 1.-1as felt that a graded list of bibliographical materi-
als 1.-1a.s needed H:£1.ich uould enable a te·acher to more easily select the ma-
t ·eriais necessary for her class . 
Scope and L:imi tations: 
The bibliography -uas prepared for use in seventh and ei ghth grade 
JUnerican History classes , the material being confined to inland commerce and 
travel in the United States, east of the 1-iississippi River, from t he post-
Revolutionary \'Tar period to the advent of the railroad, approximately from 
1783-1825. 
The bibl-iography included book s, series of books, and portions of books 
of fiction and non-fiction on reading difficulty levels from grades one 
through t1.o~elve. No textbooks, drmna, poetry, biography, or oooks of f~mous· 
men of the period -vrere included. 
Procedure: 
The State Departments of Education of California, New York, North Caro-
lina , and Pennsylvania -vrere surveyed and bibli ographies recommended by the 
states uere examined in an effort to determine the so cihl. studies curricultnn 
in the junior high schools in 1957-1958. 
Book lists, book catalogs, and bibliograplucal guides were investigated 
in selecting l:ooks f or the annotated bibliography. v1here complete annota-
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tions were provided, they t..rere reproduced in this bibliography·:, and where 
missing or incomplete, the books were personally surveyed in order to make a 
complete annotation. 
Difficulty levels were indicated, and uhere none war-e provided, the 
Flesch Formula was ~plied. 
The annotated bibliography was orgainzed in three pa:uts: seventeen Books 
of Fiction, twenty-seven Books of Non-Fiction, and tvro sets of Books in Series. 
The Flesch Formula and a Directory of Publishers 1..rere included in the· 
Appendix. Included in the text Has a figure s}'\..o"t<ring the distribution of 
paragraph meaning grade equivalent's of the Stmford Achievement Test, Form J, 
Grade 7; and a figure shouing the distribution of rooks of fiction and non-
fiction at each grade level of difficulty. 
Conclusions: 
1. Books of fiction and non-fiction vTei:e provided on every reading dif-
fic.ul ty level from grades tt·TO through twelve on the topic of this 
study. 
2. There t-Tere more books of non-fiction than of fiction at each grade: 
level of difficulty on this topic. 
3. Reading difficulty indications given in book lists and guides were 
valuable estimates, but precise estimates must be made by the indi-
vidual teacher. 
4. Only five out of forty-four books dealt with inland connnerce or travel 
in Southern states (excluding Hississippi River)". 
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Seaver, Norman Jolmson, "A Procedure for the Integration of Art and Social 
Studies in Grades Four, Five, and Six." Ed. l.f. 1957. 47 pp. 
Statement of the Problem: 
The purpose of the study was to evaluate a procedure for the integration 
of art and social studies in one marking period. The 'Wr'iter felt that art is 
not meaningful to all children when emphasized for its aesthetic value only; 
and that roth areas are benefitted vrhen it is integrated Hith another subject 
field. 
Scope ~ Limitations: 
The subject-matter area of social studies was chosen for integration 
idth art because it has many acts, times, and concepts in conm1on with artis-
tic expression. 
The integration procedure was worked out in the fourth, fifth, and sixth 
grades of the Hattituck School, Mattituck, Long Island, New York. There were 
two rooms for each grade (which were not divided according to ability) com-
prising a total of one hnndred thirty-eight pupils, six classroom t ·eachers, 
and t he art teacher (the author) . 
The study lasted for one marking · period; approximately three months. 
The art i·IaS scheduled for forty-five minutes once a i.reek. The time spent in 
soci a1 studies varied ui th the grades and teachers and therefore could not be 
stated . Integration time elements i.J'ere limited due to the special art work 
of the Halloi·reen, Thanksgiving, and Christmas holiday studies as well as 
car1Cell ed classes. 
The author gave three rearons for the student evaluation sheets not 
being ffi1tirely valid; same had difficulty understanding the questions due to 
reading ability , individual interpretation ¥P uld change betvreen pupils, and 
the author felt that rome pupils 1-.ould choose the most desirable answers 
rather than those expressing their personal reaction . 
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The author and teachers felt the number of art classes ,.rere too snall to 
make a reliable evaluation. The author felt t hat the time devoted to the art 
classes uas not enough, and that there I·Tasn 1t enough t:ime to plan effectively 
Hi th the classroom teachers. He f elt that the consta'Ylt integration hampered 
the freedom of the usual art class. 
Procedure: 
The first part of the integration procedure was to identify the o~ 
jectives for the art and socisl studies classes during the three-month period 
for each of the three grades. Being mindful of the objectives, lesson plans 
vTere made and used in the integrated classes. A sample lesson plan for 
fourth grade was included. 
The art objectives vTere made to coincide with the opjectives for social 
studies at the ti.TJie of study. The directions 1-1ere given to stimulate self-
e~ression, and some projects were suggested vThich rould be done in spare 
time. References and helps included teacher-made drawings, magazines, film 
strips, text books, and illustrations. 
At the conclusion · of the e:xper:i.ment the teachers and pupils 1-rere asked to 
complete evaluation sheets which uere interpreted for any significant conclu-
sions. 
The appendix included the lesoon plans for the art instructor. 
Conclusions: 
From the student evaluation sheets, the following conclusions lol'ere drawn 
from t he total responses of all three grades: 
1. Forty-nin e per cent of the pupils liked art just as much as usual 
__________________________ ............. ... 
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as Y~hen it was integrated vr.i.th rocial studies; thirty-three per· 
cent liked it more. 
2. Forty-eight per cent indicated that they read more; thirty-nine 
per cent read just as much in relation to their drawing. 
3. Forty-nine per cent evaluated their art skill as just the same 
vThen art 1.J'as inttgrated 1d th social studies; thirty-fom- per cent 
as better. 
4. Sixty-one per cent liked social studies more when it t-tas anpha-
sized in art class; thirty-five p er cent liked it just as much. 
5. Sixty-eight per cent considered social studies more meaningful 
when int·egrated 1·ri th art; twenty-six per cent just a:s meaningful. 
6. Fifty-nine per cent evaluated their uork output as just as much 
when social studies >·ras related to art; t1.J'enty- nine per cent as 
more. 
7 . The greatest percentage of pupils considered the amount of inte-
gration as just enough. 
8. Sixty per cent of the teachers indicated an increase in pupil in-
terest, ability, cooperation, social adjustment, and ppor learner's 
achievementj about forty p er cent indicated no change. No teachers 
indicated a decrease. 
The sixth grad~ seemed to be helped least by the integration procedure . 
Those of low intelligence and poor r eading ability seemed to have bene-
fitted most by finding a: ·Hay.,_ throu gh the art m~dium, to e:>q:>ress , learn, and 
r etain information. 
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Seward, Robert, and J"obn J". Hinton, ''Field Trips, R-t!!source Visitors, and Per-
sons for Interview Available to the Public Schools in the Towns of Acton 
and Concord, Hassachusetts." Ed. N. 1956. l57 pp. 
Statement of the Problem: 
The problem uas to determine where the educational resources existed 
and to melee them available to the public schools of Acton and Concord. 
Scope and Limitations: 
The resources included field trips, resource visitors, and intervieu 
possibilities tdth resource persons at home or in their place of business in 
tte to'lms of Acton and Concord, Hassachusetts. All subject areas were 
covered for all grades, and they included resources in business, art, civics·, 
social studies, history, agriculture, health, industrial arts, travel, and 
the professions. 
Procedure: 
A questionnaire t-tas constructed and a_nproved by t he teachers from the 
tHJ to1m.s. Three hundred thirty- five questionnaires were distributed in the 
ttm tovmssand t-vK> hundred thirty ¥rere returned. The information \<TaS recorded 
according to type of. resource (field trip, resot~ce visitor, interview vdth 
resource person), and the experience '\>Tas described so the teacher could de,. 
termine grade suitability. Then the resour ces uere listed by to-vms and in-
dexed 1d th a subject key . 
Conclusions: , 
1. There uere many resources available in the tvro totms in all subject 
areas. 
2 . Host of the people contacted vrere enthusiastic about contributing to 
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the school program. 
3. Collections and exbibits vtere limited in Acton, but there vrere many 
of an historical and literary nature in. Concord. 
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Snyder, Beatrice, "An ArL11otated Bibliography of Instructional Aids for De-
veloping Social S~udies Concepts in the Kindergarten." Ed. M. 1956. 
15.3 pp. ' 
Statement of the Problan: 
Since the en tire progr-am of the kindergarten cl'1.ild is an e::xperience- in 
social living~ this study provided an annotated bibliography of instructional 
aids for developing social studies concepts in the kindergarten. 
Scope and Limitations: 
Home, School, and Community wer_e cbo sen as definite ap:pro aches in build-
ing an annotated bibliography of i.11structional aids for use at the kindergar-
ten level. Subtopics under -the heading of Home included ''Farid:ly," "Animals," 
and 11Birds. " 
The Brookline Course of Study for Kindergarten was chosen as a flexible 
guide leading to the development of Home, School, and Commu..11ity. Indexes, 
c atalogs, and magazines were searched for appropriate poems, dramatizations, 
gWles, songs, rhymes, pictures, films, toys, puzzles , and miscellaneous 
material. Companies such as Hammett 1 s, Jordan :Harsh, Gilchrist, ,.V. H. Hool-
\.JOrth, Boston Husi c Company, and Zagleston Library also proved hel pful for 
the author to locate further listings. 
Conclusions: 
Due to the nature of the study, no conclusions rould be given. 
Syverson, Alice A., "A Study to Determine \'1hich of Five Techniques in Teach-
Social Studies Has Best Results 1-lith the Slm·i Leeming Cbild tond Which 
Hith the Fast Learning Child. 11 Ed. 11. 1956. 62 pp. 
Statement of the Pro blern: 
The writer found that little research had been done regarding the suita-
bility of certa:ll1 teaching techniques of oocial studies -vrith concern -vrith the 
rate of learning. The purpose of the study 1.-ras to attempt to determine which 
of five techniques create the best learning situation for each tjlpe of pupil. 
Scone and Limitations: 
Using the seventh-grade class of thirty-eight pupils at the Kendall-Dean 
School, Slatersville, Rhode Island, the author attempted to measure the effec-
tiveness of five tachniques on the lower half and the upper half of the class. 
The t echniques used were the follo>·rlng: supervised study end discussion, home 
study and discussion, teacher-telling and discussion, individual research and 
discussion, and group research and discussion. The techniques ,.rere used in a 
unit in American history in uhich the material being taught '-ras concerned uith 
the Constitution. 
Intelligence quotients and achievement test scores '-rere considered as a: 
basis for determining into Which category (fast learners and slow learners) 
Hhich children were to be placed. The Henman-Nelson Test of Mental Ability, 
administered when the children ''rere in grade six, provided the intelligence 
quotients and mental ages; and the Hetrop~litan Achievement Tests provided 
the average and social studies achievement. Chronological ages -v;ere taken 
from the Hetropolitan Achievernent Tests. 
Nineteen pupils were placed in the slo,-r-learni ng group and nineteen in 
the fast-learning group. 
The author stated the follovring l:imi tations: 
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1. The sampling used for this stuay uas not large enough to dra\.r 
definite conclusions on the effectiveness of the five teclmiques. 
2. The study vras conducted w.i.th only one class at one grade level. 
Procedure: 
Each of the five tecl:miques t-Tere used in a different phase · of the unit. 
First a pre-test vTas given over the entire mit to determine how much the 
student knevr and · to later d etermine ho\.r much progress had been made. A pre;... 
test was given before studying the material covered by each technique, then 
the particular ·teachi..11.g technique vras used, followed by a post te·st. The 
last t\.JO techniques involved research v.ork, individual and group, and the 
pupils \vere asked to eval.uate this vrork as to '.rlu.ch kind they preferred, 
which they found more tlifficul t, and from uhich they thought they had learned 
the most. Concerning the five techniques, they uere asked to rat.e them 
according to ease, interest, and difficulty, and the author noted those which 
stimulated questioning. Following this a post test was administered over the 
vThole unit to try to det·ermine the ov.erall gains. 
Conclusions: 
1. Of the five teclmiques, group research ,.,as considened most interest-
ing to ooth gr-oups. 
2. Of t he five teclmiques, group research vras oonsidered easiest by both 
groups. 
3. Of the two research teclmiques, group research '.-las considered the 
easier but both groups thought t hey had learned more from the indi-
vidual research. 
4. The fast-learning group did not consider any of the techniques 
especially difficult. 
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5. The slo1.,r-learn:ing group cnnsidered the :individual research most dif-
ficult. 
6. The technique which seemed to stimulate the 100 st questioning was the 
individual research. 
7. The techniques which brought about the greatest gai..7ls in test results 
for the slow-learning group 1·Tere the study guide and the home study 
technique. (A gain of thirty on the median score was made on both 
tests.) 
8. The techniques which brought about the greatest gains in test results 
for the fast-learning group were the study guide and teacher-telling 
techniques. (A gain of forty and thirty-five on the nddian score 
were made on the two tests respectively. 
9 . The standard error of measuranent -vras approximately the same for the 
pre (SD 2J.30) and post (SD 21.35) tests for the first technique for-· 
the fast-learning group. 
10. There was a marked difference in the standard error of measurement for 
the pre (SD 23. 70) and post (SD 5.45) tests for the first technique 
for the slow-learning group. 
11. The size of the standard deviation for both pre and post tests for 
the first technique for the fast-learning group indicated a group 
lacking homogeneity and a measure lacking reliability. 
12. The smaller standard deviation for the post test f or the slou-learning 
group indicated greater homogeneity and a measure of greater relia-
bility. 
13. Statenents eleven and tvrelve seem contradictory since the same mea-
sure was used for both groups. 
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11~. The results obtained w·ere. suggestive of useful techniques but were not 
statistically significant. 
Appendix A contained the tables shovring the test scores for the pre and 
post tests for all the pupils and the pupil and teacher rating sheets . Appen-
dix B contained the pre and post tests for the unit and each of the five tech-
niques. 
Talbot, Richard A., "The Story of i-Jellesley, l•Iassachusetts for Fifth Grade 
Children. 11 Ed.N. 1957. (Inthreeparts) 3, 62, 23pp. 
Statement of ~ Problem: 
The teaching :>f the tcnm's history comes in the fifth-grade curriculum, 
but few teachers vrere teaching .. it in Wellesley because there vms no adequate 
and available material ,.r.ritten at the children's level. Limited outlines 
·Here available 1·rhich had been uri tten in 1915 and revised in 1925, but they 
did not rontain anything about the present town or its g>vermnent. This l,ras 
\·Iri tten to satisfy the need in the curriculum. 
~ and Limitations: 
This history \-Tas written for fit'.th-grade studmts of Hellesley and their 
teachers. The section for the students •ras 1-n-i tten on a fourth-grade level 
of reading ability for ease in reading by the majority of pupils. It '\·Tas not 
intended to be a thorough history and description of the tmm, but rather an 
introduction to the tow for the children. 
Procedure: 
The history was written in two parts: 11The Story of Wellesley, Nassachu-
setts (Children's Book), 11 al'ld "The Story of Hellesley, Massachusetts (A 
Teacher 1 s Hanual) • 11 
The Children 1 s Book of sixty-two pages was 1·rritten at an average fourth-
grade 1 evel (ho1-1 t h is was determined was not stated) . Chapter headings 
indicated the content to be oomposed of history, famous poople, business 
centers, public and private schools, fire and police departments, government, 
library, and general information. Also included vras a facsimile of the to1m 
seal, a chart on population growth of 'Ylellesley, and a chart on the life of 
Wellesley schools. 
The ~eacher's Manual was composed of obj ectives, suggested activities, a 
suggest·ed field trip around Wellesley, a bibliography, a test' vii th key, a 
list of vrords by chapters composed of l.JOrds more difficult than fourth-grade 
level, and a list of supplementary materials. There lvere three photographs 
included; one sbovring p ictures from the Hellesley Townsman; one shouing re-
ports, directory, and ne1vspaper; and another showing t01.m. of vlellesley maps. 
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Ungethuem~ Alice Ann, "A Comparison of the Eft':ectiveness of the Problem-
Sol VJ.ng 11ethod and the Textbook He.thod in an Eighth Grade Geography 
Cla-ss. 11 Ed. I'f . 1957. 119 pp. 
Statement of ·~ Problem: 
The author stat·ed that the success of our danocracy lies in the ability 
of its citizens· to make intelligent decisions; and that for this to be po-ssi-
ble, an :inquiring and questioning mind must be develop·ed in order·· for them to 
do the critical thinking necessary. The author felt that· the problem-solving 
method would produce critical thinking, and ro to prove- this· thinking, chose 
to compare this teaching procedure 'With the textb:>ok me.thod in actual class-
rooD te·aching. 
Scope and Limitations-: 
The unit chosen to be . t'aught was the geography of Canada since it was a 
subject vthich did not seem so easily suited to the problem-solving method, 
and it \o/as felt that Americans should have a greater rmderstanding of their' 
northern neighbor. 
The unit was taught for six weeks; four times. a· week, totaling tvtenty-
four · class periods· of forty minutes each. The textbook used was Geography 
~ World Affairs. by St'ephen B • .Jones and Harion Fisher l1Iurphy, Rand ~feN ally· 
and Company, New York, 195.3. 
Participants in the stuczy consist·ed of two eighth-grade groupS' in the 
Pocasset School, Tiverton, Rhode · Island. The . e:>q)er:tinent'al group·· (using the-
probl em-solving method) contained thirty students; thirt'een boys and seven-
teen girls. The control group (using the textbook method) contained thirty· 
pupils; thirteen boys and seventeen girls. Three students uer.e dropped from 
each clas s because of absence. For the e:xperimental group the mean chrono-
logical age was 165.1.3 months and the mean I. Q. was 106.86. For the control 
group the mean chronolo gical age "t-ras 166 .• 40 months and the mean I. Q. was 
107.00. The I. Q. 1' s were taken from the Kulilinann-Finch Intelligence Te·st. 
The differences in the mean chronological age and the mean I. Q. were consid-
ere.d to see if they \vere significant. The critical r~io was .69 for the C. A. 
and • 2.3 for the I. Q., which was not cnnsidered significant, and so the groups 
were considered equal. 
Both groups were . given the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking ApPraisal, 
Form AM and a- pretest on Canada at the beginning of the tmit. Both groups--
sa'\v a film during the third vreek. 
The experimental group 1-ras introduced to the problem-solving method. 
Following a discussion it selected a problem, ''How great is· Canada among the 
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nations of the vnrld?" and hypothesized that it was a middle po-vrer. Ten sub-
problems 1-rere selected from the results ·of a discussion, committees-were. or-
ganiz.ed, and available resources \vere discuss-ed. Steps were folloHed and 
frequently discussed as to the problem-solving prodecure and hoH to \-lOrk in a 
committee. Assignment's: included a map of Canada, reading the introductory 
pages on Canada in the textbook (as well as any other pages pertinent to 
theix problem), and the use of two other source 1::.ooks. Reports on the sub-
problems 1-1ere given at the end of the fourth week, at \.rhich time the committee 
members rated themselves and the other members as good, fair, or ·p-oor vrorkers. 
Each committee manber had to write a fiv&-question quiz- based on his commit-
tee's findings and an outline of his report. Copies of the outlines \.J"ere· dis-
tributed among the class members so they could more easily folloH the report 
and take notes. A. quiz· of ten of the best questions from each combined como.. 
mitt·ee 1-1as given the next d~ to insure oomplet·e attention from each of the 
other groups. FollovTing all the reports, the class considered conclusions · 
reached by each oollll:ilittee as· they answered the main problem, and an outline· 
-vras developed to answer the question and verify their hypothesis. The· pre-
test was administered as a post test; and the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking 
Appraisal was again given. The students were a:sked to vrri te in their o-vm 
vrords the answer to their cla:ss p roblem, and at the end of ten \veeks the 
Canadian test was administered to determine t heir recall knovrledge. 
The control group began its s-tudy of Canada through the· presentation of 
an introduction of the country to arouse interest in t he subject. The students 
then looked through the section on Canada in hheir textbook to see what would 
be covered . The first few pages were read in class . Throughout t he six 
weeks various procedures· vrere used such as trying to discover why the authors· 
gave particular emphasis to a certain region, outlining and criticizing them, 
summarizing certain sections on paper and orally, doing questions in the 
accompBn.Ying workbook, making a map of Canada, answering questions at t he end 
of the chapter, investigating and discussing pictures from the textbook, and 
discus_sing five questions on the film seen. The last· t-wo days \ver.e spent in 
review, partly by having the students quiz one another, and by using t he 
"Checking Your Information" at the end of the chapter. The pretest was given 
as a post test , the Watson ... Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal 1vas again given, 
and at the end of ten '\.reeks the Canadian test · \·Tas administered. 
Conclusions: · 
vlatson-Glase1: Critical Thinking APPraisal, Form AH: Both groups vrere 
equal at the beginning and the end of the e:xperiment, and 1:oth made signifi-
cant gains \·rhich could be e:xplained by the fact that some learning took place 
by taking the test. (Critical ra:tio.s for both groups- for the pretest and final 
test vrere .38 and .14 respectively, and the critical ratio of • 71 was derived 
from the comparison of gains in score betvreen the p retest and final test of 
both groups in critical thinking, none of which ratios were significant. The 
significant gains made by each group vTere expressed by the critical ratios of 
3.16 for the roq:>erimental group and 4.24 for the control group.) 
The Canadian Test: Students taught by the problem-solving metho-d re-
tained information or lmoio~ledge of a subject to a great·er degree than did 
students taught by the textbook method. Both groups made significant gains 
from the pretest to the final test (critical ratios of 8.39 and 8.68 for the 
experimentaL and oontrol groups respectively) and on the delayed recall test 
(critical ratios of 8.41 and 5.53 for the e:xperiment·ar and control" groups· 
respectively). When considering l ·osses from t he final test to the delayed 
test, the exp erimental group's loss (CR .87) was not significant, but the 
oonttol group 1 s loss (CR 8 .28) Has very significant. The· problem-solving · 
group did better in critical thinking. The experiment al group made a sig-
nificant gain (CR 1.61), but the oontrol group made a loss in the mean score· 
which, however, ivas not significant (CR .61). The control group did not re-
tain the knowledge it had gained as vrell as the experimental group. (The ex-
perimental group had a: loss of 1. 54 points giving a critical ratio of 1. 83, 
high but not significant. The oontrol group had a loss of 2.26 points gi ving 
e critical ratio of 2.13 Hhich was considered significmt. The difference: 
between the losses of the t1vo groups vras • 72 vTith a critical ratio of 156 and 
was not significmt.) 
Critical thinking was developed gradually on a studies subjedt by the 
probl em-solving method. This was not substantiated by the findings of the-
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ifatson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal, but the Critical Thinking Section 
of the Canadian Test showed that the problem-solving group did develop more 
critical thinking ability than the textbook group. 
From the writer's personal observation of the two classes, after the ex-
periment the problem-solving group was more critical of sources of information, 
,.rorked better in committees and proceeded on research projects 'ltii th a better 
tmderstanding of how to solve its problan than the textbook group·. 
Both groups made statistically equal and significant gains in knowledge 
of the subject. The problem-solving group did not do better, but as well a·s 
the textbook group. 
Students taught by the textbook method had a significant loss in kno'ltr-. 
ledge, but the experimental gr-oup did not lose a significant amotmt. of pre-
viously acquired information. 
Appendix A contained the Canadian Test: and Key, Appendix B contained a· 
list of the problem and sub-problems evolved by the experimental group, and 
Appendix C contained the computation of the critical ratio. 
Viafora, Lee H., "A S"t.udy of Third Grade Children 1 s Ability to Discriminate 
Bet¥reen Relevant and Irrelevant Facts." Ed. H. 1956. 40pp. 
Statement of the Problem: 
---
Since fonnal instruction in social studies is begun in the third grade, 
the author uanted to determine whether or not third-grade children had the 
ability to discriminate bet1o~een relevent and irrelevant material in this field, 
and to det'ermine the correlation between critical thinking end mental age. 
Scope and Li"llitations: 
T"\.JO hundred three third-grade children p articipated in the study. They 
came from districts where most of the parents uorked in the trades; three of 
the schools being locat'ed in medium-low economic areas, and one in a high 
middle class area. The I. Q. 1 s of the children ranged from 8.3 to 166 with a 
median I. Q. of 114.47. 
Procedure: 
The I. Q. Is were det'ermined by using the Otis Quick-Scoring Test. 
An exercise compris·ed of muih>tiple-choice items Hherein the children had 
to choose the best of four chapter or oook titles was given. No time limit 
"\·las set since the exercise 1-1as to discover ability to discriminate rather than 
to test kl1owledge. 
Conclusions: 
1. Third-grade children could discriminate between relevant and irrele-
vant material. 
2. As measured by these instruments there was a definite, but not sta-
tistically significant correlation between critical thin-~ing and 
mental age. The significance Has determined by using the formula for 
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1mgrouped data, and the lo1.r coefficient of correlation, • 267, \vas 
determined. 
3. The girls had higher I. Q. 1 s and higher test scores than the h:>ys. 
1 2 8 
Wilcox, Jea.'tl Hari~, ''Travel EJ.qJeriences of a Second Grade Class." Ed. H. 
1958. 47 pp. 
Statement of the Problem: 
The purpose of the study lvas to dis cover the children 1 s lmo"Wledge of 
and experience with thirty-seven different modes of transportation, to e:x;... 
plore their ability to recognize a mountain and acquaintance ....O.th one , and 
to list the places they had been. 
Scope .§!ld Limitations: 
The study involved twenty-four children (seven boys and seventeen girls) 
in a second-grade class in a Bo stan Publ ic School from the lower or middle 
clas s. 
Procedure: 
The teacher administered an oral questi onnaire t o each child individu-
ally. In ~art I he was asked to identify thirty-s-even modes of transporta-
tion, tell which ones had been personally employed, and identify a p icture 
of a mountain telling if he had even seen one . In Part II he was asked to 
name specific pl aces of interest in the United States he had visited and 
foreign countries he had been to. 
The Appendix contained an "Introduction to the Study of Transportation" 
and a "Sample Lesson Plan on an Historical Place. n 
Conclusions: 
l. The survey covered transportation by land, uater, and air. 
2. The children sho,o~ed a "t-rider · acquaintance uith land vehicles than 
water or air vehicles . Low acquaintro1.ce was rated by the rickshau, 
motor scooter , and ski tow. V.10st familiar 't-tere the automobile, truck, 
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train, and bicycle. They could not distinguish t ypes of trains or 
busses. 
3. Forms of transportation most connnonly anployed by t he children were 
the automobile, bus, train, taxi, subway, bicycle, and elevator. 
4. Fetor had ridden in a boat. They could recognize oo ats, but the ma-
jority could not distinguish among them. 
5. Nost of the childrEn recognized an airplane; nine had ridden in one. 
6. The majority of the childr en recognized a mountain; one-third of the 
class had seen one. 
7. New York \·TaS the most visited city ; Cali fornia was second to New York 
s tate; fe>T had visited Plymouth Ro ck, Lexington, or Concord; and one-
third had been i n a foreign country . 
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~Jilkinson, Fred J., 11A History of Hilton, New Hampshire Adapted For Use in 
the Fourth Grade. 11 Ed. H. 1956. 105 pp. 
Statement 2f the Problem: 
The writer found need for a history of Hilton, N"e'.r Hampshire which could 
be used by children in the· fourth grade, since the only official history of 
the to-vm. was published in 1888 and oould not be read by a yoU!l5 child with 
interest or understanding. The writer's problem was to present this history· 
in narr~tive form on the interest and vocabulary level of a fourth-grade child. 
Scope and Lind tations: 
The time of. the history oovered the period from the first kno'm dis-
covery of 1-lil ton in 1738 to 1956. The content 1·TaS composed of that material 
1.rhich the Hri ter felt the average n ine or ten year old child could success-
fully absorb. Chapter headings in the history included "Early Wilton," "Life 
in Early Times ," "The Growth of our Town, 11 11l,·lilton' s Businesses - Past and 
Present," "Facts of Interest, 11 and ''Vlil ton 1 s Birthday Parties." 
Procedure: 
The local library and individuals provided books, magazines, and papers. 
Of especial help Here the local newspaper from 1891, the official town his-
tory covering the period 1738 - 1888, annual tovltl reports dating from 1846, 
L.11di vidual department records, and the to'..zn clerk 1 s records. 
Interviews t-rith people connected Hith local institutions, departments, 
ond busL.11esses provided a great deal of information concerning growth and 
developments and personal eJqJeriences. 
Vocabulary vTas controlled by using the Scott, Foresn an Combined Primary 
Vlord List, bu. t in addition the autbor included tuo lists of -vrords relevant to 
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the local history. These 1.rere headed 11New \vords 11 and N~" Proper No1ms" under 
which the words 1.rere risted alphabetically by chapters. 
One hundred thirty fourth-grade children listened and reacted to the 
material resulting in revisions to control the interest and understanding of 
the material. 
The study 1.ras supplanented by fifty-nine pictures of the to1·1I1 and its 
activities. Earliest pictures included wilton in 1866 and a mill in the late 
1800's. There were three pictures of homes and establisl::nnen ts built as early 
as the late eighteenth centu:cy". Others sbovred grot>Tth of the to1..n through the 
various businesses, tovn buildings, and places of int er:est. 
Conclusions: 
-----
The -vrri ter provided a study Hhich 1.ras not all-inclusive, but contained 
as much detail as he felt could be absorbed by a child of this age level. 
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vlilliams, Annie Dorothy Lipscomb, "Instructional Resources for Soci·al Studies 
in the Primary Grades, Ashville, N •. C. 11 Ed. H. 1957. 73 pp. 
There vras a need for an avail"able list of instructioneJ. resources in 
Ashville, N. C., and it vras felt that such a study i-x>uld aid the social 
studies program by making and assembling materials. 
The folloHing areas of study were selected from the Social Studies bul-
letin of North Carolina Public Schools: 
Grarle One; "Living Together in School and Home" 
Grade Ti·JO; ''Living To get her in Our Community 11 
Grade Three; "Community Living Now and Long Ago 11 
Commtmity resources (including field trips, resource visitors, an.d docu• 
mentm-y mat ·erials) i.Jere secured in and near Asheville, N. C. Other instruc-
tional materials included audio-visual aids, free and inexpensive materials, 
and supplenenta.ry l:x>oks (social studies readers-). 
Possible field trips -vrere secured by sending a questionnaire and accom-
panying lettex to industries and businesses in and near Ashville. Among 
other items, the questionnaire obtained information of Hhen to visit, safety 
factors, size of ~·oup , free literature available, and toilet facilities. 
Other material i.ras obt"ained from the usual libraries and cat·alogs. 
Haterials and readers were annotated. 
Conclusions: 
Due to the nature of the study , there were no conclusions. 
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\Viloon, Samuel J. , o_Jr., "Educational Trip s and Resource Visitors Available to 
the Central School in t he Tmm of Colchester, Connecticut. 11 Ed. H. 1957. 
101 pp. 
Statemmt of ~he Problem: 
The Hri ter saw the need of making available to teachers a list of educa-
tional experiences from outside the classroom 'I!Thich might be used to enrich 
and supplement the curriculum, since there was such a rich source of resources. 
near the tovm of Colchester and so few teachers had availed thenselves of the 
opportunity of making use of then. 
Scone and Limitation_2: 
The selection of educational trip s and resource persons was limited to 
those 1.rbi ch 1.rere available to the teaching staff of the Colchester Central 
School. The area from which these resources was drawn included Hartford and 
Nevi London, within a t1-renty-tu' mile radius of Colchester. Only those trips 
\oJ'hich provided an e:xperience 'Hhich could not be brought to the school and 
could be complet·ed 1-rithin the school day were included. 
Procedure: 
A committee of t1.ro teachers and the principal develop ed a questionnaire 
vrhich 1-ras then eX8lllined by all the teachers of Central Sch:>ol for construct ive 
criticism. This method was used 1.r.i.th roth the Educational Trip Questionnaire 
and Resource Visitor Questionnair-e. The latter questionnaire- w·as distributed 
to approximately t1.ro hundred families by being given to the oldest student of 
each fan ily. 
Each teacher of the Central School ·Has asked to list educational t rip s · 
taken during the l ast three years, resource visitors who had visited, and 
potential trip s in order to oompile an in itial list of resource·s. The five 
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principals vrere also asked to :forwar.d lists of educational trips being con-
ducted from their schools. Only one principal had such a list, and only two· 
classrooms had participated in a trip during that current year . The conmnmity-
l-tas informed of the survey through Parent-Teacher Association meetings and· 
service clubs, inviting their participation and cooperation·. For leads to 
potential resources, the local newsp!Jl ers_ and classified telephone directories 
vrere searched. 
The educational trip committee tabulated the responses, and three addi-
tional teachers vX>rked 1·rith them to determine suitable grade level and sub-
ject area of each selected trip and re.source visitor. The categories used 
Here primary, :intermediate, 8lld junior-high, and the recommended grades from 
each category vrere placed on each re·source form to avoid repetition of given 
resources during successive years. 
Each suggested educational trip and r esource visitor Has listed on a 
separate sheet 1dth information concern:ing what could be seen or heard. Pre-
ceding the survey data was a key listing the resources under the three grade 
categories by subjects including arithmetic, art, health .and safety, language 
arts, science, and social studies . 
Conclusions: 
1. The Colchester Central School had resources which could enrich the 
curriculum uhen used properly . 
2. The resources, although not great in number, 1·rere adaptable to the 
curriculum. 
3. The cost of transportation limited the number of trips vrhich could be 
taken beyohd the t01m of Colchester. 
4. Both business and public institutions 1o1ere vrl.lling to have classes 
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visit them. 
5. Resource visitors were l-rl.lling to participate' in classroom activities 
to help provide a richer and more stimulating school experience. 
Z:imrnermenn, Doris D., 11The STory of vlakefield--A History of \.J'akefield, Mass-
achusetts for Third Grade Children. 11 Ed •. H. 1957. 52· pp. 
Statement of the Pro bl·e!!!: 
Nothing of the tovm. 1 s history had ever been written for the chilaren of 
lolakefield, and the author hoped to develop more appreciation and understanding 
of :b..ovr the community had evolved to its present state, a desire to find out 
mor.e about their community, and a greater interest · in social studies. 
~ and Limitations: 
The story of Wakefield, Hassachusetts_ was i.Titten for t hird-grade child-
r en and ronsisted of that factual mat·erial vrhich the writer felt would be of 
i nterest to and sui table for third-grade children. 
Proceq_ure: 
The writer p resented this material in narrative style and chapter head-
ings were as folious: 
I. The First Settlement ·.of I.Jakefield 
II. Colonial Days 
III. Revolutionary Day s 
IV. Industry Comes to Hakefield 
V. Civil Har DaYS 
VI. South Reading Becomes Walcefield 
VII. Wakefield Grove· 
VIII. The Lucius Beebe Hanorial Library 
IX. World War I 
X. The Years After the 1rlar 
XI. World Har II 
XII. The Years After vlorld War II 
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Words l.fhich did not ~pear in the Scott Foresman 1 s Pr:imary Grade List for · 
grades one , two, and the f:lrst half of grade three were listed e:s new uords· 
at the beginning of each story to be t ·aught before reading. 
The stories were re-ad to third-grade children and revisions were made 
after noting reactions. 
Preceding each story was the list of new words to be taught and some-
times and introductory activity such as lo eating places on a ma:p. FollovTing 
each story ,.,ere the follo'\or-up activities and a comprehension check . 
The history vras supplemented by seven photogr~hs including the town 
hall, l ibrary , monuments, and memorials. 
Conclusions: 
Due to the nature of t he study , there were no conclusions. 
CHAPTER III 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Bodge, Sally; 1957. 
1. The fifteen items which show possibilities should be further analyzed 
or chang€Jd if they are to become part of the refined test . 
2. Since t he last nineteen items wer.e those designed to measure higher -
mental processes, a study could be made extending the selection of 
items testing critical thinking. 
3. Hake correlations concerning such i terns and the regular o bj ecti ve-
type ones. 
4. Try to find the 1.mderlying reasons for the superiority of the boys 1 
t est scores over the gi..rls 1 , 1-rhen the former received lo"t-Ter averages 
in intelligence. 
5. Make correlations of intelligence quotients and types of itans. 
6. Construct an alternate form of the test. 
7. Compare the scores of this test 1d th the progress report in social 
studies. 
8 . Hake a more elaborate statistical analysis. 
9 . Ascertain how much the children already knovT about Canada before study-
ing it. The test vlould be given before and ai'ter the completion of 
the unit, and a correlation made bet'v1een the t'\oro scores . 
10. Administer the revised test to all fifth grade children over· a period 
of time to establish local norms. This w:>uld be valuable, since a 
possible outcome of this study uould be to devise an instrument uhich 
could be used as a part of the city-uide test:ing program. 
Bro'Wil, Raymond N., 1957. 
Hake further investigation of t he grade placement of oocial studies 
material for optimim effect and usefulness. 
Cobleigh, P~chard, et al., 1957. 
(Sub-Study #4) 
1. Hhy are oontent subjects so highly favored by boys? 
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2. Should the rontent subjects hol d such a place of preference with 
boys? 
3. Should the skill subjects be made more attractive to boys? 
4. Why did girls prefer content subjects to such a greater degree 
in the 1957 study over the 1948 study? 
5. Why have aesthetic subjects dropped in preference since the 1948 
study? 
6. What are the factors that affect children's preferences? 
(Sub-Study #7) 
1. Discover the factors influencing teachers' preferences for cer-
tain sub jects. 
2. Find vlhether or not the teachers preferring to teach a certain 
subject· consider that subject the one that he teaches best. 
3. Find the reasons why such a high per-centage · of boys preferred Art 
as their teachers did, while the girls did not. 
4. Discover· t he particular factors which influence a pupil's prefer--
ence for a subject other t han t he subject chosen by their t ·eacher 
and hovr these factors correlate \dth the teachers' presentation 
of that subject. 
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(Sub-Study #12) 
1. Detemine, from among those techniques and practices used by 
teachers in high-ra:t'ed classrooms, the crucial or key factors 
necessary for the successful teaching of Social Studies in a way· 
that will make~ for actual underst·and.ing:; on the part of the child-
ren. 
2. Compare the high-rated classrooms 'With classrooms in whi'ch the: 
children prefer Social Studies but their teacher does not. 
3. Develop the use of a ne1-1 intervie'-1 guide by which to det'ermine 
vrhether or not certain itans are employed in name only or· are 
actually in continued use in the Socia:J. Studies class Hork of 
high-rated classrooms. 
Desmond, Edivard C., and Paul S. Hayerson, 1958. 
1. Make an attempt to further define areas which in this study have not 
led to valid conclusions·. 
2. Compare views of a selected group of teachers in the one to ten years 
of e:xperience category idth teachers of eleven or more years of pro-
fessional experience. 
3. Compare the small class with that of the large class in relation to 
the use of the guide. 
4. Make a: survey of materials and texts available in communi ties through-
out the st·ate for use in grades one through four. 
5. Hake studies of the correlation of the social studies 'With other 
areas of the curriculum. 
6. Make a correlation of science and the social studies. 
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Dooley , 1>1. Louise Holland, 1957. 
1. The list of concepts resul.ting from this study could be sent to a; 
much larger group of geographers for rating to increase its· validity·. 
2. The list could be sent to a larger group of professors of social 
studies to be rated for importance and learnability. 
3. A concept or a- group of related concepts could be taught at various 
grade levels to discover the amount of understanding acquired by 
pupils of varying ages. 
4. A test of the multiple-choice variety could be made to rate the 
understanding of these concepts· by twelfth grade pupils. 
5. A t esting device coula be developed that · ID uld rat·e the understanding 
of these concepts by the in-service teacher. 
6. The concepts could be used as the core of a course to be given for· 
geography background to teachers of the social s tudies. 
7. The concepts could be used in curriculum building in the core course: 
or social studies fields. 
8 . The concepts could be used to assist the 't-Jriters of social studies 
textbooks. 
9 . A test could be made of these concepts to be· used as a pretest for · 
college geography classes or military officer training candidates. 
Freise , Geraldine Johnson, 1957. 
1. The use of an e:xperimental study with exercises using varying social, 
economic backgrounds to determine the sui t 'abili ty · and order of diffi-
cult y for grade three. 
2. A s t udy to determine the sex dif ferences in achievement on the sep-
arate exercises. 
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3. A study to help the slow learners achieve maximum benefit from the 
Social Studies Curriculum. 
4. Activities for the gifted child. 
5. An item analysis of answers to each exercise. 
6. An experiment t;Ti th all these exercises to evaluate than and record 
the findings. 
Jones, Annie Lee, 1958. 
The author ms listed specific criticisms and suggestions for anyone 
doing a similar study based on graded study guides in paired practice. 
Harchessaul t, Carole Frances, 1958. 
1. Compare tw situations by having · one group of teachers use the study:, 
'\>Thile a control group integrat·es speech in a different way or teaches 
it directly without integration. 
2. Pr.epare units on other community helpers. 
3. Prepare units using the policeman, firanan, and mailman in a program 
for voice improvement. (This material could provide the background.) 
Mellios, Rose H., 1956. 
1. 1'1ake a survey of ne1-1 industries moving into Quincy. 
2. Malee a study of the geology ·of Quincy . 
3. Hake a study of resource-use education .. 
4. Make a study of the value of field trips. 
5. Hake a study of the materials from the environment . 
6. Make a study of the industries of a conummity with regard to science: 
and/or social studies education . 
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Hills, Helen Elizabeth, 1956. 
A similar study, based on a longer period of time, to see if dif-
ferent results might be fotmd: namely, that the correlation of art with 
social studies "vTill show on tests that greater achievement in learnings 
has taken place. It is suggested that revised· social studies tests and 
art activ.tties be used, and the achievement compared to other data. 
Norse, Kathryn, 1956. 
1. Make a Fourth Grade Nap Skills Test to shoH the gro-wth in the inter-
pretation of maps and globes. The test could be administered after 
one group has used the \.J'orkbook for about eight· weeks and another 
group the basic text ,.;i th no additional map study-. 
2. Make a Fifth Grade Workbook of Map Skills to intensify and elaborate 
the fourth grade skills. This study should include making inferences 
and comparing pattern maps of physical, agricultural, and cultural 
di stri but ion. 
3. Use the \Jorkbook at the beginning of the year to set the p·attern for 
interpreting maps and globes. v!atch the pupils' actual use of the 
skills throughout the year. T'est tvith some standardized test and 
compare with national norms. 
Needham, Harjorie Louise:, 1957. 
1. Bring up-to-date the slides on Lynn as it is today. 
2. Build a filmstrip called 11A Trip Through Lynn Woods." In this strip, 
the tvri ter could describe the tmusual flora and fauna as well as 
places of interest, l.·rith empha-sis on interesting legends. 
3. Construct a filmstrip entitled 1'Let' s Go to the Beach" in vrhich ther-e 
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1-1ould be a description of the shells, rocks , and marine life common 
to this area. 
4. Hake a series of tape recordings of field trips to many of the places 
listed in the study, and interviews 1..d.th local people. 
5. Hri te a series of radio programs on Lynn, to be used in the schools. 
6 . Do a controlled experiment testing the learning from the writer's 
study. Such an experiment might include an objective-type quiz viith 
a generous amount of multiple-choice, completion, true-false, and 
matching items. 
7. Develop the ready amount of material on the early history of Lynn 
into a series of history stories on the entire region. 
8. Write a nm.r history of the city. 
Palos, Viola A., 1956. 
1. Graded lessons for pupil study-teams to be conducted in t he beginning 
of the school year in order to rompare results -vdth those conducted 
in the t hird quarter. 
2. Graded lessons for pupil study-teams to be conducted -vdth a larger 
popu~ation in the experiment-al group, also using a control group of 
comparable size. 
3. Graded lessons for pupil study-teams to be conducted Hith several 
grades, and the same questionnaires to be administered to the several 
grades in order to compare grade reactions. 
4 . T1..u preliminary testings to be conducted to est·ablish oral recall 
ability and t1~ final testings to check for gains . The P1L."'Pose of 
tuo testings is to lower emotional disturbances at times of testing. 
Poulson, E. Jerry, Jr., 1958. 
1. Find out more about the development and growth of 9 to 12 year olds. 
2. Make a survey of the textbooks and textual materials available for 
grades 4-6 social studies to find ho'.J" they fit the courses of study . 
3. Nake a study of New England courses of stuqy in ro·cial studies--an 
enlargement of this study, e:i. ther by individual states or by region. 
4. Review the IDrk covered by the scope of this thesis to bring up to 
date the information gleaned at this t:ime. 
Reynolds, A.l ton L: , and Harold F. McCormick, 19 56. 
1. Conduct a: later survey of this area to add to the present list of 
resources. 
2. Conduct a follovr-up study to determine to what extent this study is 
being used in the school system. 
J. Conduct a survey to determine to what· extent this study helps enrich 
the school program. 
4. Combine the results of this study \vith prepared units of Hork. 
5. Hake a study of lio"r to conduct a field trip and ways of introducing a 
resour.ce person to a school progran. 
6 . Conduct a survey to determine how much this type of study adds to 
~etter school and community relations. 
7. Prepare an evaluative criteria to be used for further surveys of com-
munity resources. 
8 . Conduct a similer · study in other communities. 
Rodgers, Agnes S., 1958 . 
1. Compile more speciali~ed, historically-oriented booklists. 
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2. When such booklists are compiled, attention should be directed to 
gaps and inconsistencies in available material ro that writers could 
be directed to neglected areas. 
3. Revise booklists 1-rhich are no\f available to t-ake advantage of more 
recent research and lmovrledge in regard to ree.dability of books, and 
in order to include newer books. 
4. Find uhy the South has so few books written on this topic. 
Seaver, Norman Johnson, 1957. 
1. An evaluation of a pro cedure for the integration of art and social 
studies using e:y,perimental and control groups. 
2. An evaluation of en art-social studies pro cedure uhich has, as its 
purpose, help for the slou learner. 
3. A pro cedure for the integration of art Hith another subject area. 
4. A paper on visual aids that are made by the art department for other 
subject areas. 
Se\.rard, Robert, and Jolm J. Winton, 1956. 
1. Conduct a stud"<; to determine vrhether the use of oommuni ty resources 
increases 1-rhen a study such as this is made available. 
2. Conduct a study comparing the resul-t's of a unit presented \·Ti thout 
using community resources vrit h a s :imilar unit Hhich utilizes community 
resources. 
3. Conduct a supplementary study by determini..11g the resources of an 
adjacent industrial community. 
4. Prepare a community resource manual for each subject area. 
5. Conduct a study to determine the travel time required for the use of 
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local r esources. 
6. Conduct a supplementary study to bring this study up to date and to 
add resources unlmovm at this time. 
7. Conduct a study to evaluate the resources presented in this study. 
8. Prepare a system for filing resource information for a school system. 
9 . Conduct· a survey to determine the reactions of resource persons to 
their e::xperiences in the classroom visits or intervie\.fS. 
lD. Survey the community for materials \.fhich oould make permanent ex-
hi bits or collections to supplement the resources of this study; 
11. Conduct a study to determine p·arental reaction to out o:f' school 
resources. 
12. Compare the quality of local resources \dth similar resources which 
are located 2t some distance from the community. 
13. Conduct a study of the reactions of students to one or more personal 
e::xperience. 
Syverson, Alice A., 1956. 
1. The same experiment could be duplicated to see if the same results 
\.fere obtained. 
2. Other teclmi~ues could be compared as the five were in this study. 
3. This salTle eJq?eriment could be repeated at other grade levels and uith 
other subjects . 
Ungethuem, Alice Ann, 1957. 
1. Conduct a similar eJq?eriment using a larger number of students, so that 
the samplin@ ·would be more reliable. 
2. \!-lith the same eJq?erirnentcl. procedure oompare the problem-solving 
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method uith same other teaching method besides the textbook method. 
J. Experiment to determine whether· high or low I. Q students do better 
,.n. th the problem-solving method. 
4. Conduct an e~eriment in uhich development of study skills is mea-
sured and compared. 
5. Possibly through counseling , detern.ine vrhether the problem-solving 
procedure is transferred by students to their personal problems. 
Viafora, Lee H., 1956. 
1. A study to determine vrhy girls score consistently higher than boys. 
2. A study ,.d th similar instr1IDlent s to see if comparable results- Hould 
be obtained. 
J. The administration of a similar study· using controlled groups to see 
if differences were attained. 
Hilson, Samuel .J., .Jr., 1957. 
1. Conduct a survey to determine the extent to ,.,hich this study improved 
school-community relations. 
2. Conduct a study to determine h:>vr to enlarge the areas · in vThich parents· 
could participate in the resource visitors program. 
J. Conduct a study to determine the rea~tions of resource visitors fol-
lo\.Jing their classroom experiences. 
4. Conduct ar study to detennine procedures for publicizing the use of 
successful resources, ,.m.ereby · t 'eachers, pupils, and citizens \·rill be-
come a~orare of the opportunities present'ed by· this program. 
5. Conduct a: study to expand the work of the survey. 
6. l-1ore effort should be made to influence those people vrho feel they are 
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inadequate or do not have anything to offer to the school program. 
7. Prepare a resource file to Hhich additions or deletions can readily 
be made. 
8. Conduct a survey to determine the reaction of the oonnnunity to the 
use of resources beyond the school. 
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